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''Great actions live forever, and the wise

'remnanV treasure up the memory of them

and in looking reverently at what men have

done gather heart and spirit for their own

work,^^ —Froude.



FOREWORD

In the account we are about to give of the

foundation and spread of the organization known
as the 'Tranciscan Sisters of Charity of Al-

verno," no deeds of renown figure. The every-

day occurrences of rehgious hfe alone form the

material for heroism in the life of a Sister. Small

duties, carefully performed through the brief or

long span of years granted a Spouse of Christ,

deserve mention because of their apparent

insignificance. Many a soul of ordinary calibre

can make use of the few opportunities for a

display of heroism, which now and then occur.

Excitement, love of applause, fear of unpopu-

larity, or other motives are sufficient to nerve

even_ the timorous to meet a call for extraordi-

nary zeal or bravery. Then indeed their only

**safety lies in fear" and the achievement

finished, these so-called heroic beings settle

down to an ordinary existence.

Far more worthy and of incomparable merit

in the eyes of thQ truly wise are the forgotten,

unrecognized tasks of daily experience, unas-

sumingly accomplished by the simple laborer

in the world or in the cloister. These duties,

unattended as they are by renown, seldom form

the theme of a poem or prose sketch, while pens

7



8 FOREWORD

of fire indite the exploits of an Alexander, a

Caesar, or a Napoleon.

Our privilege lies in speaking of the humble

lives of a pioneer band of religious. The story

is simple, as suits the character of the individuals

who figure conspicuously in it. Those zealous

souls whose days were spent in toil for a distant

Master, hoped for no recognition from a purely

mundane source: therefore, much of what con-

stituted their horarium attracted no attention

from the world. Nor is our purpose now to

secure a posthumous recognition of their labors.

The sole object of this brief, inadequate sketch

is to acquaint the Sisters of the present genera-

tion and of generations to come with the kindly

generous actions of their predecessors through

whose untiring efforts the community of today

owes its existence and prosperous condition.

In regarding the uneventful, holy lives of

those who have gone before, we may be incited

to a truer appreciation of the beauty of a simple

life that is merged in Christ. Our zeal and love

for the interests of the Master dl souls may be

quickened by a remembrance that our generous

Spouse regards the intention rather than that

which we perform, the motive of our efforts

rather than the efforts themselves.

A "perfect tribute" to true nobility lies in
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FOREWORD 9

silent contemj)lation. May a study oi the piety

and earnestness of our loved founders and

Sisters in religion inspire us to imitate the su-

preme respect they cherished for their vocation,

and may our lives in turn be an encouragement

to the yet unborn followers of the Lamb, to

whom it will be given to continue the works of

the community at Alverno!

S. M. A.

Milford, Conn.,
March 1, 1919.

''The smallest bark on life's tumultuous ocean.

Will leave a track behind for ever more.

The slightest wave of influence set in motion.

Extends and widens to the eternal shore."
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CHAPTER I

THE BIRTH AND GROWTH OF
CATHOLICISM IN WISCONSIN

Before relating the story of the Franciscan

Sisters of Alverno, Wis., it seems advisable to

glance in retrospect at the marvelous growth of

Catholicism in the State itself. A story so

full of heroism and love of God cannot fail to

have a perennial interest for those who now
perhaps owe their faith to the loyalty and

bravery of the pioneer priests who freed the land

from superstition and idolatry, and of a wilder-

ness made a garden, one of the loveliest and

most promising of God's chosen acres in America.

When Quebec was selected as the capital of

New France, in the early seventeenth century,

there were two classes of people who were dis-

satisfied with the extent of the new possessions.

These were, first of all, the zealous missionaries

whose thirst for souls made them eager to widen

the domain of the Church; and secondly, the

fur-traders, who hoped for greater wealth by the

discovery of hitherto unexplored lands. It is to

the energy and perseverance of these two types

of men that the civilization and progress of the

West may be attributed, especially the phenom-
enal development of the fertile region lying be-

tween the forty-second and forty-eighth parallels,

15



16 CATHOLICISM iN WISCONSIN

north latitude, and the eighty-sixth and ninety^

third parallels, west longitude.

This rich peninsula between Lake Superior

on the north and Lake Michigan on the east

was the halting place of the Algonquin Indians

in the west. A tribe of the famed Dahcotas had
settled in the midst of the Algonquins, who
called them Winnebagoes or salt-water men.

The principal tribes of this part of the country

were the Ottawas or Traders, an appellation

readily understood. As far as can be ascer-

tained, the first white person to become ac-

quainted with these Indians was the brave

Nicolet, an interpreter, who had spent many
years with the Hurons. After a long voyage,

the hardy pioneer visited the "Sea-tribe," in

all probability the Indians on Green Bay, Wis.

Nicolet's courageous example was not imi-

tated immediately, for an adventure in an

unfamiliar country among treacherous, sleepless

savages was not desirable. Twenty years later,

however, we read of fur-traders again visiting

the coveted land of the west, and they, in turn,

were followed by explorers who had heard

rumors of copper mines in Lake Superior. On
the southern shore of the lake they built a fort.

Jesuit missionaries appeared among the Huron
Indians in Ontario at a very early date. When
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the Hurons were compelled to flee to parts far-

ther west, their faithful spiritual directors and

friends did not lose interest in them, but fol-

lowed them to their new homes. Previous to the

departure of the saintly Father Menard, there

had been various attempts to reach the western

Indians, but the cruelty or obstinacy of this

tribe or that made of these heroic efforts but

miserable failures. Such expeditions had been

led by Fathers Charles Raymbaut, Isaac Jogues,

Leonard Garreau and Gabriel Druilletes. The
failure of these worthy men was the more pitiable

because it was at the invitation of the Indian

tribes that they departed for the wilds of the

west. However, it was their failure that made
possible the successes of the later missionaries.

Those who planted the seed did not see the

fruit of their labors, but the seed had not been

sown in vain. It was hidden in the earth for a

time.

In the year 1660 some western Algonquins

appeared in Quebec. The leaders of the flotilla

asked for a treaty with the whites, and begged

for "black-gowns." The time of the appeal was
propitious, for there in the city of Quebec, was
a hoary-headed veteran of the Huron missions,

the deeply spiritual Father Rene Menard, a

survivor of terrible treatment at the hands of
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the cruel Iroquois. With joy and thankfulness

this aged man set out for the west and reached

the country of the Ottawas on St. Teresa's day,

1663. This mission, it is conjectured, was
situated at Keweenaw, a hundred leagues west

of Saulte Ste. Marie. The Indians treated the

old man cruelly. He was forced to labor beyond
his strength, and subjected to every kind of

indignity. With scarcely any protection against

the rigors of a dreadful winter, the missionary

lived out the season. In the midst of most dis-

couraging circumstances, the brave soldier of

Christ formed his little church. It consisted of

two old men and some women. No privation,

no suffering, discouraged this generous spirit.

Never did he cherish a regret that he was wasting

his talents amid ungrateful, unresponsive people.

The mettle of his soul is plainly revealed in the

letters he wrote. "Not without violent efforts

could I resolve to descend from the cross which

God has prepared for me in my later days at

this end of the world—I know not of what
nature are those nails which hold me upon this

adorable cross; but the mere thought of anyone's

coining to take me away chills me; and I very

often awake with a start, thinking that there are

no longer any Ontaowaks for me, and that my
sins consign me again to the same place whence
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the compassion of my God has by signal favor

drawn me."^

The last journey of the brave old man was

but one more act of self-denial and love for souls

entrusted to his care. He heard that some
Wyandots on the shores of Green Bay desired

earnestly that he should come to them. Some
Hurons at first accompanied the Father, but

soon left him to find his own way. With one

companion he continued his journey. What
really happened is not known, but the conjec-

ture is that he lost his way and was murdered by
savages, for he was never seen again, although

the woods which he is thought to have entered

were scoured. The tragic death of this knight

of the Cross is pathetic in the extreme. The
beautiful prayer breathed in his letter had indeed

been answered. W^ith his death the first Ottawa

mission closed. The nearest station was a long

distance away at Montreal.

Perils and even death did not terrify the mis-

sionaries of the Jesuit Order. The account of

the sad fate of one of their number fired others

with a consuming desire to share the martyrdom

of the men who offered to go on the far-west

missions. Rene Menard was succeeded by a

^ Jesuit Relations, edited by Reuben G. Thwaites, Vol. xlviii,

Cleveland, 1899, p. 275.



20 CATHOLICISM IN WISCONSIN

worthy priest, wdio longed to take up the work
of his admirable predecessor. This was the

"Francis Xavier" of the missions, Claude Al-

louez. On August 8, 1665, he went from

Montreal to the new^ field of labor. One diffi-

culty was shortly follow^ed by another. At one

time the Indians went so far as to leave the

priest to starve in the wilderness. Everywhere

he had to encounter superstitious practices. He
scarcely knew where to begin, or how. On
reaching the southern shores of Lake Superior,

the ''fisherman of souls" met Indian fishermen

of another kind, and immediately began his

glorious work for the salvation of the Indians

—

labors which extended over a period of thirty

years, and merited for him the title of Apostle

of the West. Allouez crossed the St. Teresa

Bay, so named by the venerable Father Menard,

and on October first, reached Chequamegon Bay
wdiere there was a large settlement of Indians.

Bishop Laval made Allouez his vicar-general in

the west. Shea says that this act, dated July

21, 1663, is the ''first ecclesiastical organization

of the church in the west.''^

It is unnecessary, and here impossible, to re-

count at length the deeds of Claude Allouez. In

»Shea, J. C, The Catholic Church in Colonial Days, Vol. i. New
York, 18SG, p. ^269.
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KiGJ), we read lluit lie was in (iree^i Bay. At

this time, Father Dablon aecornpanied AUouez.

On December 2, they found the post of the

French traders, to which they gave the name of

St. Francis in honor of the saint on the eve of

whose feast they had made the discovery.

In 1668, the great Father James Marquette

left Quebec with Brother Le Boesine. He too

was about to begin his work for the salvation of

souls in the northwest. Later Marquette and

Joliet were chosen to find the ''Great River."

This seems strange, since no more experienced

scout lived in the regions thereabout than the

adventurous Allouez, but God evidently did not

intend that the humble priest should have the

glory of discovering the river. Allouez, mean-
while, went up the Fox River to establish a

post at Des Peres, now called De Pere. There

he remained until he was called upon to fill the

place of Marquette. In February, 1677, he

set out for his new mission. Warmly the

Indians received him everywhere in the vicinity

of Lake Michigan. Long labors on their behalf

followed until the day of his death, which took

place in 1689 while he was working among the

Miamis. A critic, well-informed on the subject,

writes, "He was sixty-seven years old, and he is

credited with having instructed during his
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apostolic career 100,000 natives, 10,000 of whom
he baptized. He had earned his name as the

second Xavier."'

In the 3^ear, 1670, two more missionaries were

added to the number of searchers for souls.

These were the Reverend Fathers Druilletes and

Andre. Within six months Father Druilletes

had baptized 120 children and within a year the

number of baptisms rose to 300.

Friendly relations were established between

the Sioux and the missionaries when Father

Marquette opened his mission at Michilmacki-

naw. The care of the Ottawas fell to the lot of

Father Andre.

The great hope of the missionary Fathers was

in the newly established mission of St. Francis.

Allouez labored among the Indians in Wisconsin,

now with the Miamis and Mascoutins in one part,

and again with the Foxes in the mission of St.

Mark. It was Allouez and Andre who really

gave permanent form to the missions in Wis-

consin : Andre at Green Bay and Allouez among
the Indian tribes in other parts of the state.

Truly could these first missionaries say that

they labored in "wanderings and in perils." The
worst kind of superstitious practices had to be

' Campbell, T. J., Pioneer Priests of North America, Vol. iii,

New York, 1911, p. 164.
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encountered and conquered hy them. At times

they received small marks of attention, but as

a rule their lives were spent in dangers of every

kind and the reward for their services was often

inhuman treatment. Still the Church of God
grew, and at St. Xavier's Father Andre added

500 to the Christian fold. In 1670 the aged

Father Charles Albanel was stationed at Green

Bay and it was not long before he undertook the

erection of a fine church. Allouez continued his

noble toil among the tribes, and in 1674 the re-

port was that he had baptized 160 members of

the Fox, Mascoutins, and other tribes.

In this humble way began the church in the

Northwest, in the very heart of Wisconsin. The
growth was slow, and it was only the great

hearts of the tried missionaries that cherished

the hope of ever reaping any harvest from so

barren a soil. But in spite of disheartening

failures, the work grew. To the Jesuits belongs

the glory of planting the cross of Christ in the

state, and with good and laudable pride may the

members of the order point to the names of the

pioneers, the successors of Rene Menard

—

Allouez, Dablon, and the other illustrious

Fathers. With unbated zeal the Fathers worked

among the Mascoutins, Foxes, Miamis, Menomi-
nees, and Illinois, until the suppression of the

order by the French,
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Thanks to the **Jesuit Relations" it is possible

to follow almost step by step the wonderful

work of the missionaries. The War of Pontiac

so desolated the country that the missions had

to be neglected for a time. Then followed the

American War, which meant continued inability

on the part of the Fathers to reach the heart of

the west. Naturally the Indians soon fell away
from their early enthusiasm and, says Shea, the

**work of six-score years, from the visit of

Father Jogues and Raymbaut, was recorded

rather in the graves of the Faithful Departed,

than in the living children of the Church and

their pastors."

Another Indian War came on the heels of the

American War. It was a long time before any

attention could be given to the Indians.

In 1825, the Ottawas were visited by the

Reverend J. V. Badin. His visitation included

Drummond Island, Mackinaw, Sault Ste. Marie

and Green Bay. In July, 1830, Reverend

Frederic Reze visited the Indians of Green Bay
and Sault Ste. Marie. The Redemptorists took

charge of the mission at Green Bay, and the

Ottawa mission spread out so as to include new
stations of Sheboygan, Manistee, and Castor

Island.

During all these years of earnest work on the

part of the missionaries, white settlers had
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followed their example and had traveled to the

West, not, however, for the purpose of extending

the empire of Christ, but in the hope of finding

wealth, for there were many rumors bruited

about concerning the copper and lead mines in

Wisconsin. The natural resources of the state

attracted attention, and so great was the

increase in the Catholic population that in the

year 1843 Pope Gregory XVI erected the See

of Milwaukee, assigning as its diocese Wisconsin

and eastern Minnesota. The first bishop of the

new See was the Right Reverend John Martin

Henni, former vicar-general of Cincinnati, an

exceptionally talented and devoted priest. At
once the zealous pastor began a visitation of his

diocese to find out its needs and to remedy its

wants immediately if possible. He soon dis-

covered that though there were some churches

in existence, the immense population which had

rushed to the state from the various states of the

east needed more shepherds to minister to their

spiritual wants. Guided and inspired by their

leader, the people were soon repairing old

churches or erecting new ones, and before the

end of 1845 there were at least twenty churches

in the diocese.

The blood shed by the martyr missionaries

began to plead with heaven for recognition and
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new souls wore vcarlv added to the flock of

Catholics. Conversions wqyq frequent and solid.

In February, 1848, the bishop w-ent to Rome,
where he laid before the Holy Father the great

needs of the diocese, especially the dearth of

priests. There w^ere in that year the extraordi-

nary number of 40,000 souls, and but twenty

priests to care for them. On his return to

America, the Bishop laid the cornerstone of a

cathedral, which was consecrated in 1863. Then
began his great work. Schools were rapidly

built and religious orders of men and women
found a warm welcome in the diocese. The
Indian missions were not neglected. So mar-

velous w-as the growth of Catholicity that in the

year 1866 there were in the diocese 293 churches,

with 150 priests, a fine diocesan seminary, and

a large number of parochial and private schools.

The Catholic population had grown to the

number of 250,000. God had blessed a hun-

dredfold the church of the saint Rene Menard,

his httle congregation of two old men and a

few women.
The history of Catholicity in Wisconsin has

been given at some length because of its aston-

ishing details and the unrivalled rapidity of its

growth. The story of a religious community is,

after all, Vjut a chapter in the history of the
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country on whose shores that community re-

ceived a welcome and became estaJ)Hshed.

Suitable environment is a factor essential for

proper development. Had Wisconsin been a

barren soil, Catholicity could not have flourished

there. The faith did flourish, however, though

the progress made was slow. In the land where

lone missionaries had risked their lives to plant

the cross of the Saviour bloomed the delicate

blossom of Catholicity. As the years succeeded

one another, the plant became stronger and more
beautiful, and its roots took a firmer hold on the

soil which had been rendered fertile by the blood

of martyrs. This gradual development has

been traced, and there remains but a word more
on the subject: in the middle of the nineteenth

century, there were in Wisconsin many fine

churches, parochial schools, colleges, and acade-

mies. The vineyard was large, but as of old,

the "laborers were few."

At the invitation of Bishop Henni, religious

orders founded houses in his diocese. Some
communities came even from across the sea;

others arose at home. The land was broad

enough not only to shelter its own quota of

religious but to afford protection to devoted

souls exiled from a foreign shore. Persecution

abroad was often sufficiently bitter to drive men
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and women to other lands where tliey might

practice their rehgion in peace. Of such an

ostracism we shall have opportunity to speak in

recalling the history af the establishment in the

diocese of Green Bay of the Franciscan Sisters

of Charity, wdiose mother-house is situated at

Alverno.



CHAPTER II

A PERSECUTION AND ITS RESULTS-
FOUNDATION DAYS

In the Black Forest in Klettgen, and in

various portions of Germany, there took place

in 1854 an oppression of CathoHcs so severe and

unreasonable that there were left open for the

persecuted peoples but two courses—renuncia-

tion of the faith of their fathers, or exile in a

foreign land. There were many who followed

the course of least resistance, and apostacies

were numerous. On the other hand, there were

loyal adherents of the doctrines of Christianity,

souls who were willing to bid farewell forever to

friends and kinsmen and country and to risk the

strangeness of a foreign country in order to

follow the dictates of their conscience and to

preserve the beliefs for the maintenance of which

Christ laid down His life.

A colony of loyal Catholics in Baden had for

their spiritual director a courageous, devoted

priest, Father Oschwald. This pastor proposed

''emigration" to his flock as a remedy for the

evils by which they were encompassed. So

successful was his solicitation that one hundred

and fourteen souls immediately prepared to set

29
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out from Germany in search of another home

—

all ready and willing' to endnre the trials and

privations attendant in those days on a journey

to America.

When the long voyage was at an end, there

still remained the difficulties of journey by land

to the far west. The fact that Wisconsin had a

large Teutonic population and a devoted Catholic

people, was well known to these exiles, and it

was to that distant western country that the

party decided to go. Across the vast continent

they wandered until in 1854 they reached Mani-

towoc county.

This small colony of spiritual-minded people

was not an incorporated society. The members
had clung together in a common effort to retain

their faith, and had encouraged one another in the

trying days of persecution in the '^Vaterland."

In their new home they resolved to remain

together as of old and share the blessings which

the future had in store. The band became an

independent settlement in Eaton, Manitowoc

County, relying solely on the labor of their own
hands for sustenance and ruling their members
by laws laid down by common consent for the

maintenance of good order and peace. They
prospered and enjoyed the comforts which the

religion for which they had sacrificed so much
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afforded them. Father Oschwald, whose busi-

ness acumen was equal to his skill in matters

spiritual, bought whatever property was needed,

and held it in his own name, intending to will

it to the colony at his death. As the band was

not officially organized and recognized, trouble

brewed instantly on the death of the guide who
had urged the emigration to America. Father

Oschwald's bequest to the colony of St. Naziens

was not admitted, and for a time new dangers

were imminent. Divine Providence was kind,

and the proposal was made and followed that the

members incorporate themselves into a society.

After consultation and prayer, the necessary

steps were taken: the new community was

legally recognized, and its property restored.

The faith and endurance of this simple band

had been rewarded by the gifts qf vocations.

Simple and humble as before, clad in the lowly

peasant dress they had adopted, the community
entered on its career as a religious organization.

Twelve years after this event, a " party of

persons from Ohio (twenty-five in number) en

route for the distant west, sought hospitality at

St. Naziens. Some members of the party had
been stricken with fever and their companions

did not care to advance without them. Gladlv

and promptly, aid was given and skilled attention
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bestowed on the sufferers, until strength was

restored and the travelers were again ready for

their journey. When the day of departure was

at hand, three young women expressed the

desire to remain at the convent. The example

of the community had been deeply impressed on

these travelers, and they wished to share for a

longer time the blessings and the peace of that

house of God. The request was granted, and

Mary Graff, Josephine Thoeing, and Rosa
Wahl, bade adieu to their ambitious companions

and took up residence in St. Naziens, without,

however, joining the order.

How apparently accidental was this illness and

chance encounter with the German exiles; yet

how wonderful and appropriate the designs of

God in bringing about the meeting. There was,

at this time, another young lady living at St.

Naziens who became friendly with the three

young ladies from Ohio. This was Miss Theresa

Gramlich, a pious and charitable person who, in
'

the absence of religious in Clark's Mills, under-

took to aid the pastor of that place by teaching

in the first school established there. It was not

an uncommon thing for women to take the place

of religious teachers, for in those days but few

teaching orders had been founded in the west.

Thus it happened in 1866 that the rector of
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Clark's Mills^^looked al)oijt for a suitable teacher.

His choice fell upon Miss (irarnlich, who accrepted

the position offered her, and pn^pared for her new
duties. Father Fessler had no grand scliool-

house in which to assemble the little ones of liis

flock. On the fifth of June, sessions commenced
in the gallery of the parish church. Small

beginnings again, but the results were satisfac-

tory. The priest soon recognized the wisdom

of his choice in selecting Miss Gramlich as

teacher, and he asked her to change from Clark's

Mills to the parish school of Pine Grove. With
docility and alacrity the obedient girl received

the transfer, anxious only to help out in the

noble work the good priest was trying to effect.

Theresa had made fast friends of the three

inmates of the Naziens convent. To them she

related the experience of her career as teacher,

and inspired them with a strong desire to emu-
late her example. There was plenty of room
for more laborers, and the three found positions

at the school in Clark's Mills. The spirit was
contagious. Father Fessler's own sister like-

wise imitated her friends and added her talents

and labors to the fine work of the four women.
They now agreed to live together in a simple

house where they might more conveniently as-

semble for mutual assistance in their school
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tasks. The house was located in Clark's Mills.

It was, in reality, the nursery of a community,

and these earnest workers the nucleus of a future

religious congregation.

The young women now felt within their hearts

the stirring of the Divine Spirit and they re-

solved to consecrate themselves by vow to con-

tinue the work so marvelously marked out for

them. Feeling the necessity of mental and

spiritual training for a calling so high, four pre-

sented themselves as candidates at the Notre

Dame convent in Milwaukee. They were ad-

mitted as postulants, and with uncommon piety

and application devoted their powers of soul

and mind to the spiritual and other advantages

given them under the direction of the good

Mother Caroline. There they imbibed the spirit

of piety that pervaded the house, and learned

the practice of the virtues so needed in the kind

of life to which they planned to apply their best

efforts. For a year they enjoyed this retreat,

but at the end of that time circumstances ren-

dered it impossible for them to remain longer in

Milwaukee. With renewed enthusiasm for the

labor ahead, the women returned to the modest

home which they now loved with more intense

fervor.

During their stay at Notre Dame, some
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changes had occurred. Their esteeiruHj guide

and friend, Father Fessler, had been transferred

to the parish of St. Boniface at Manitowoc.

The Httle community could ill afford to lose the

counsel of this spiritual director, and as the field

of labor was of small importance, they betook

themselves to Manitowoc, there to share again

the good Father's guidance, and to begin

active teaching. Father Fessler welcomed the

coming of the souls in whom he had taken so

deep an interest.

As at Clark's Mills, a humble beginning had

to be made. Miss Gramlich at once opened

a private school in the "basement" of a dwelling

house owned by Mr. Roemer. The accommo-
dations were poor, but God blessed the exertions

of the teachers, and the number of pupils

increased to seventy-five in a short time. This

large attendance showed the high regard of the

parishioners for the new teachers. The school

was a repetition of the peaceful tenor of the lives

led by the five in their own home. Peace

reigned there, and a spirit of mutual edification

and a lively support elevated their hearts and

rendered the burdens of the day *

'sweet and

easy."

Father Fessler had not allowed the aspirations

of his spiritual daughters to be forgotten. He
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knew their earnest longing to be enrolled as

religious in the Church of the New World, but

he delayed organization because of his inability

to decide at once on the form of life which
would best suit the needs of the teachers.

Besides, he was awaiting the approval of the

archbishop of the diocese, as well as that of the

Capuchin Provincial, Very Reverend Francis

Hass, to whom he had applied for permission to

incorporate the band into a society.

After a careful survey of various rules, the

director and candidates looked to the gentle

Saint Francis for enlightenment and for special

guidance in their choice. The Saint of Assisi

seemed to have provided for every kind of call

to the religious life, from the humble member of

the third order in the world to the enclosed

monk and nun. Solemn or simple vows might

be taken, according as the soul chose this order

or that, under the shelter of a religious house or

amid the cares and turmoil of the world. To the

list of the clients of the Saint of Assisi, the little

flock agreed to subscribe their names. The rule

of Saint Francis was selected as the one most

suitable for these souls, who wished to pledge

themselves irrevocably to the Spouse for Whom
they had undertaken the work of teaching in the

very beginning of their career. As in the world,
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and yet aparL from it, they would heneeforth

attend to the duties involved in tlie management

of schools, adding to regular school tasks the

spiritual works practiced by religious. In this

way, the community of Franciscan Sisters at

Alverno had its origin. The members assumed

religious names, and were known from that

time onward as Sister M. Coletta (Josephine

Thoeing), Sister M. Hyacinth (Mary Graff),

Sister M. Seraphica (Sophia Fessler), Sister M.
Odelia (Rose Wahl), Sister M. Gabriel (Theresa

Gramlich)

.

The aim of the Sisters was two-fold : first, they

aspired to a greater sanctification of their own
souls; and secondly, they wished to devote

themselves to the education of youth. As a

means to acquire the virtues necessary for the

purification of their souls, they bound themselves

to observe the vows of Poverty, Chastity, and

Obedience according to the rule of the Third

Order of Saint Francis, and likewise in accord-

ance with the constitutions of the newly es-

tablished community. The Church of America

had one more religious community to boast of;

more laborers for the "vineyard;" and another

source of consolation and inspiration in the

mighty task incumbent on it to instruct the

ignorant.
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The career of the new estabUshment began

then in Manitowoc. A Superior was chosen to

govern the Sisters in the person of Mother
Odeha, a woman gifted with extraordinary

powers. As head of the young organization,

Mother Odeha entered on her duties, and with

zeal and skill administered all affairs temporal

as well as spiritual for a long period. There was

little difficulty in observing the vow of poverty,

for actual want was often felt by the Sisters.

They rejoiced to imitate the Saviour Whose
poverty was so great that He had not whereon

to lay His head.

The following year a candidate asked for

admission. This was Mary Doyle, later known
as Sister M. Patricia, a talented girl from Maple

Grove. The laborers in the harvest were increas-

ing in number, and the earnestness of the early

members remained as fervent as in the happy

days of novitiate training.

On the ninth of November, one 3^ear from the

date of reception, four Sisters made their profes-

sion. Subjects had been attracted to the com-

munity from the earliest days of foundation.

In that same year, the first outside mission

school was opened, under the supervision of

Sisters Gabriel and Seraphica. Improvement

was visible and in a short time the small house
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at Manitowoc had grown loo small to accom-

modate the enlarged community. Moreover,

it was located in the heart of the city, and such

a site was undesirable. Mother Odelia's next

concern was the selection of a suita})le home that

would serve as a mother house for her Sisters.

In the autumn of 1871, this superior had occa-

sion to visit the benefactors of old, the mem})ers

of the settlement of St. Naziens. The place was

about 18 miles southwest of Manitowoc. On
the way to the settlement, Mother Odelia saw

a tract of land, ideally located on an eminence

far removed from the city. At the base of a

wood-crowned hill lay a glistening sheet of water,

an overflow from Lake Michigan. The land

seemed marked out as a cloistered spot. Mother
Odelia then and there determined to make in-

quiries concerning the price and purchase of the

property. As soon as she returned to Mani-

towoc, she told Father Fessler of her discovery,

and he, in turn, immediately set about getting

information. The land was for sale, and ere

long the bargain was concluded, and in the spring

of 1873 the erection of a brick structure was
begun. Plans were drawn up by an architect in

Chicago, Mr. Druiding. The intention was to

erect only so much of the proposed structure as

would satisfy the needs of the community from
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lime io lime. Such careful foresight prevented

an inharmonious effect when the entire building

was completed. This plan also showed the wis-

dom of the director and the superior, for it would

have been impossible in those early days to

finish a large building, since the financial cir-

cumstances of the community were in no condi-

tion to assume a large debt.

Neither labor nor sacrifice was spared on the

part of the Sisters in the erection of this home.

Eagerly they looked forward to the day when
they should see the Mother-house on the crest

of the hill. The building was ready for occu-

pancy in the spring of 1874, and on the second of

August, the convent was dedicated by the

Reverend F. X. Krantbauer, afterwards Bishop

of Green Bay. The convent came to be known
as "Silver Lake Convent," from the beauty of the

adjoining lake. The old home in Manitowoc

remained as a mission house. It is strange that

the name of the country place which had hitherto

been "Silver Lake" was, a few years later,

changed to "Alverno." This circumstance gave

great joy to the followers of the Saint who had

received the stigmata on Alverno's holy moun-

tain. When the legal title was bestowed on

the community, it read, ''Holy Family Convent

of the Franciscan Sisters of Charity, Alverno,
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Wisconmiy Tlie communily sceiricd on secure

footing among the sisterhoods of tlie w(^st.

Thus far, propitious happenings in the career

of the community have been dwelt on. It must

not be conjectured, however, that there were no

trials of a serious nature to be l)orne. Every

religious house has its tribulations; they are the

means God employs to show His love for His

chosen souls, for by sufferings the hearts of His

children are purified : crosses are the gifts of the

Saviour, the marks of His hands, and feet and

side.

Some of the most painful difficulties of a new
community arise from the attitude of the out-

side world towards the movement set up by
the Sisters. Frequently, relatives of members
of the order cause such annoyance and misun-

derstanding by unnecessary interference in the

affairs of the convent to which one of their

family has attached herself. Though such mis-

understanding of religious vocations is a cause of

vexation and worry, it is not to be wondered at,

for the world has never entirely comprehended

how individuals can renounce bright prospects

in order to enclose themselves behind walls, and

for no earthly reward devote their talents and

strength to the education of the young, the care

of the aged and infirm, and other works of mercy.

To appreciate the sacredness of a call to the
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religious life, spiritual vision is needed, and the

world lacks such vision. The strength that sus-

tains a naturally timid and delicate girl and

enables her to disappoint the worldly ambitions

of parents and friends comes from no earthly

source l)ut rather from the might of the Hounded
INIan at AYhose gentle ''I am He," stahvart

soldiers fell prostrate on the ground, unable to

move till the Divine Saviour gave them power

to arise. This strength ''born of weakness" has

enabled many a frail girl to persevere in her

intention to become a religious and remain

forever in the convent where she made her vows.

Under the guise of affection for a daughter and

sister, relatives of a young Sister in the Alverno

community for a long time gave the nuns much
trouble. The story in brief is as follows: In

the spring of 1874, the mission Sisters of Chilla-

cothe on their return to the mother-house were

met at the wharf by the brother of one of their

number. This young man pleaded with his

sister to come home to her inconsolable mother.

Gently but firmly Sister Constancia reminded

her brother that he knew not what he asked,

and told him that she purposed to take her vows

not for a year, but for life. The angry young

man left his sister, and straightway hastened to

tell his mother of his unsuccessful attempt.

The mother became more enraged than the
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boy, and gained the sympathy of friends and

neighbors by her apparent great distress. In a

distracted state, the woman went to the convent

and demanded that the girl come home with lier.

Just at this point, Father Fessler appeared on tlie

scene and managed to comfort the mother and

induce her to allow her daughter to abide in

peace in the convent to which she had gone of

her own free will. The storm was allayed but

for a time. Pondering over the matter did not

help to put the mother in better disposition, and

it was not long before the parents of the perse-

cuted Sister determined to put the case before

the city court. The Sheriff appeared at the

convent one day and commanded the novice to

follow him to the courthouse. Accompanied by

Mother Odelia, Sister went to the crowded court

room, where she was obliged to meet and answer

the charges laid against her by her mother.

Bravely and convincingly the nun declared her

perfect right to mark out the kind of life she chose

to live, and so well argued was her plea that the

decision of the judge was in her favor, much to

the annoyance of the family and friends as-

sembled there.

With a feeling of joy that the ordeal was at an

end. Mother Odelia and the novice left the room.

On reaching the street, they were astonished to
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find lliomsolvcs suiToiindcd by an tiiigry crowd,

wlio first employed bland statements to urge the

Sisler to reconsider her determination. But as

she stood firm, they had recourse to violence,

and forcibly they separated the Sister from her

older companion. Tears had no effect on her

brutal captors, and mother Odelia was helpless

to do anything in answer to the piteous cries of

the girl. The mother of the girl imprisoned her

in a room in the upper part of her home, and

threatened to keep her there until she should

renounce her own will and agree to remain in the

world. This request the young woman insisted

she w^ould not consider favorably, even for a

moment, and with heroic spirit she submitted

to the inhuman treatment her mother and

family accorded her for months. Such en-

durance and calm submission to a hard fate had

their own reward. The hearts of the parents

and brother were softened; they realized the

utter uselessness of interferring in a vocation of

such strong character, and at last all consented

to allow the patient victim of their selfishness to

return to the convent from which they had with-

drawn her. The community shared in the joy

felt by the fervent religious on her victory. For

many years. Sister Constancia remained a true

Spouse of the Lord for Whom she had endured
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SO much. Her example gave courage and

strength to many other young women wlio had

to share a fate somewhat similar to hers, though

not so severe and trying. When death came to

this edifying religious, she met it gladly, happy
to meet ''face to face" the dear Master for Whose
sake she had been reviled.



CHAPTER III

"GOD GIVETH THE INCREASE"

Animated by the spirit of that love which

''feels no burdens," and ''regards not labors,"

the members of the youthful community ap-

plied themselves to the work of the institute.

No difficulty was too great for their charity to

overcome. It was this spirit of charity which

enabled them to feel the presence of Jesus all

through the trials of foundation days. They
remembered that they had embraced the reli-

gious life "to serve, not to rule," and in a spirit

of deepest resignation to God's will they suffered

and labored. The spirit of the Saintly Francis

came upon his children, and his intense devotion

to the passion of Christ penetrated the hearts of

the Sisters. In the contemplation of the Sa-

viour's sufferings, they received consolation

after the heat and burden of the day. The
response to the kindly "Come to Me, all you that

labor and are burdened" was immediate. And
the Christ refreshed those souls so spent with

toil in behalf of His little ones! He gave strength

to the weary, and power to the tired, dis-

heartened worker of the night to rise the next

morning with renewed courage and a deliberate

46
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forgctfulness of the }iar(lsliij)s and failures of the

preceding day.

The early, formative period gave place to

actual organization and from 18()9 till 1879 the

community began to assume definite character.

The splendid system of management was the

work of the devoted Father Fessler and the

revered Mother Odelia. As superior of an or-

ganization still in its infancy, so to speak,

Mother Odelia's unsurpassed capal)ilities came
into prominence. Gifted with extraordinary

tact and ability for directing affairs either in

prosperous circumstances or amid reverses, she

applied every pow^r of her great mind and heart

to the spiritual ana temporal uplift of the com-

munity. No more able administrator could

have been selected in those days when the

presence of a strong personality was requisite

for the successful establishment of the Sisters

of St. Francis. Each new situation was to

Mother Odelia a matter of thoughtful considers

tion and constant prayer. Her keen judgment

and almost prophetic insight into future exi-

gencies assisted her in guiding the concerns of the

congregation through days of darkness and dis-

couragement. Her courage was equal to the

gravest dangers; no fear ever made that brave

heart faint under the heavy responsibility placed
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upon her. Emergencies were dealt with ener-

getically and firmly. To this staunch leader the

community owes its development and success

in later years. The Sisters loved their mother

in God, business men treated her with the utmost

courtesy, and the directors of parishes found in

her a friend ready to help them in every possible

way to care for the souls entrusted by God to

their keeping.

Mother Odelia tried to provide for the needs of

the times. Without in any way departing from

the spirit of the gentle St. Francis, she analyzed

existing conditions, and placed her subjects in

this rhission and that according as the needs of

the parish called for help. The hidden life was

not neglected, but it was combined with the

corporal works of mercy, and wherever distress

could be relieved, and character formation

strengthened, there the Sisters of St. Francis

willingly and unremittingly toiled. Training

at home supplemented the actual experience

gained by the Sisters in the schools. Mother

Odelia's administration was marked by con-

tinuous labor and constant advice.

At the expiration of her term of office, the wel-

fare of the community was entrusted to another

capable Superior, Mother Gabriel. At this junc-

ture, the community was increased by the ar-
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rival of twenty-seven Sisters, who, as a result of

the Kulturkanipf in Germany, were obliged to

seek refuge in America. The Sisters of Alverno

welcomed them warmly, remembering with

grateful affection the hospitality that had once

been extended to the pioneer members of their

society. Of the German addition to the congre-

gation, we shall treat in detail later.

After the amalgamation, the appointment of

a new superior was considered necessary. This

proposal was favored by all the members. The
Archbishop, who was unable to conduct the

election as was his usual duty, sent a delegate

to represent him; this was Reverend Kilian

Flasch. The votes were cast, and after they

were counted. Mother Augustine, who had been

superior of the exiled Sisters in Germany, was
given entire charge of the community. The
term was a trial term, and at the end of one year,

it was decided to hold another election. When
the day came for this election the Sisters almost

unanimously chose Mother Augustine to con-

tinue the splendid career she had begun in

the American congregation. For three years,

her sagacious counsel and executive ability tided

the affairs of the community to safe issue. To
the satisfaction of all, she faithfully fulfilled the

task allotted her—by no means an easy one, in

3482
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consideration of the fact that the country, the

customs, and the people were unfamihar to her.

The next election brought into office Mother
Pancratia, whose zeal to do good to her Sisters

was interfered with by a wretched condition of

health. Of all the pains that this patient

sufferer endured none was more poignant than

the inability to take an active part in the many
duties to which the Sisters devoted themselves.

A great trial came in the loss of the spiritual

Father who from the foundation days had given

of his counsel and advice to the nuns. Father

Fessler received instructions to engage in pas-

toral duties in another diocese. This depriva-

tion was partly compensated for by the appoint-

ment of the good Father's brother as director in

his place. Father George Fessler brought to the

work the interest which had characterized the

efforts of his brother, and the loss proved in

time to be a personal one rather than a diminu-

tion of spiritual privileges.

At the suggestion of the new director, the Sis-

ters opened a boarding school at Alverno in 1880.

The academy promised to be successful from the

very first day of school. Suddenly, without a

note of warning, the building was completely

destroyed by a disastrous fire, caused by light-

ning during a terrible storm. Portions of the
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brick walls remained here and there as evidence

that a convent had once existed; otherwise, the

ruin was complete. The first year of the estab-

lishment of the academy was blessed l)y (lod's

favor—trials. It seemed remarkal)le that the

crosses which adorned the building were un-

touched by the devastating flame. The crosses

remained—the golden ones that once ornamented

the loved home, and the other crosses, more like

Christ's own, the crosses of sadness and distress.

The situation was gloomy indeed, but it had its

bright side inasmuch as no lives were lost during

the conflagration, and no one seriously injured.

This was a blessing and a remarkable preserva-

tion, for the fire spread swift as the lightning

which had kindled it, consuming each new
apartment in haste.

The touch of pity that makes the whole world

kin filled the hearts of the people of the parish

as well as the many friends of the community
in various sections of the state. So generous

were they in their practical sympathy, that a new
structure soon arose on the ruins of the old, more
lovely than the demolished convent of the past.

By December of the year 1882, the building was
ready for dedication. This ceremony was per-

formed by the Most Reverend Archbishop F. X.

Katzer. Under fairer auspices the academy
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opened its doors to welcome anew its former

pupils and extend greetings to new ones.

The scholastic term had barely begun when
death visited the ranks of the Sisters and claimed

as his victim the long-invalided Mother Pan-
cratia. In the annals of the congregation a full

account of this remarkable woman's spiritual

attainments and temporal activities is recorded,

and fitting tribute is paid to the obedient Sister

and docile child of the Holy Spirit. The many
interesting details given in the Annals cannot

find a place in this brief narrative although their

recital would be full of edification as well as

inspiration.

To the Sister who had shown herself so worthy

a leader in the early years, the community again

looked for guidance, when Mother Odelia was

named successor of Mother Pancratia. In-

terested always in whatever methods gained

souls for the fold of Christ, Mother Odelia applied

herself to improving the educational advantages

offered in the schools and in the academy.

Parents became attracted by the growing repu-

tation of the boarding school at Alverno, and the

institute flourished. The teaching faculty en-

joyed every possible opportunity for advance-

ment. The curriculum presented a course of

study which was considerably superior to the
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courses oifcred at secular schools of a similar

grade. Besides the finest and most efficient

training in the secular arts, a thorough instruc-

tion in religion was provided. The graduates

of the school testified to the careful teaching and

religious education received at the academy.

This was no matter of self-satisfaction to the

Sisters. They took no credit to themselves, but

attributed the praiseworthy results of the school

to the work of the Spirit that guides the faithful.

Mother Odelia watched for opportunities, both

spiritual and academic, and whenever such an

occasion seemed for the benefit of the Sisters,

the watchful superior used every means in her

command to secure the advantage. Side by

side, the interests developed. The temporal

never overshadowed the spiritual, nor was zeal

for the house of the Lord indulged in at the

expense of the scholarship which was necessary

for competition with contemporary schools.

The secondary schools deserved the best talent

of the community, thought and argued the

superior. No one could deny that she used every

means to make the schools a success. The
academy was specially blessed in having at its

head a woman who understood the trend of the

times so well, and just as readily looked into the

future. Mother Odelia educated the child not

only for the days during which lessons were
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conned, but for the period ten years afterwards

when maturity should he attained.

In countless ways, the Sisters were blessed

in their choice of leader. In those days of

growth and development, firm foundation was
required, and such solid structure Mother Odelia

laid. Her plans were of such quality that they

never had to be unmade or even slightly altered.

Whatever she did, she did well. Her work was
really be^^ond the criticism of her successors.

It endured, and instead of exciting adverse

criticism by permanence, it rather aroused ad-

miration and pride in the talent of the organizer

of the past. In large measure the community
owes the fortunate condition of later j^ears to

the sagacity and prudent undertakings of Mother
Odelia. All present successes have had their

root in the deeds of years of long ago. In no

instance can this truth be better illustrated than

by reference to the career of that tireless,

energetic worker, so filled with knowledge of

worldly studies, and so grounded in the science

of the Saints. With assiduous care, Mother
Odelia safeguarded the interests of her day, and

providently prepared for the generation to come.

May that gracious soul enjoy the vision of the

Saviour for Whom she sacrificed so much and

for Whose interests she toiled away the long days

and nights of failures and difiiculties.







CIIAPTEI^ IV

"FATllERJOSEPIJ," AND HIS BROTHER, FATHER
GEORGE FESSLER

The title, "Father Joseph," was apphed to the

Reverend Joseph Fesslcr by the pioneer members

of the Sisters of St. Franeis whom this true and

devoted priest personally directed and encour-

aged for so many years, and whose endeavors

elicited his warmest interest. It is no exaggera-

tion to say that the foundation of the com-

munity was due to the young priest who sought

in the homes of the city virtuous souls to care

for the mental and spiritual welfare of the chil-

dren of the parish—Father Fessler's special

favorites. The quondam guests of the Naziens

settlement could recall no flagging of attention,

no sparing of energy, no seeking of self in what-

ever the director undertook in their behalf.

Every day in that remote period was not

marked by success. Cares and discouragement

afflicted the stoutest heart. At times, the

vicissitudes were beyond human endurance. In

such moments of depression. Father Joseph

appeared as the comforting angel. Quickly

he buoyed up drooping spirits, rousing them to a

superhuman degree of patience and forebearance.
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I lis words not only possessed healing power,

but they reanimated all who heard them so that

they allowed the ''dead past to bury its dead,"

and started the duties of each day with the pris-

tine fervor which had glorified their spirit of

teaching at Clark's Mills.

The Sisters felt that Divine Providence would

sustain them through every trial. Their faith

was beautiful, yet it pales beside the trust of the

priest whose soul cried out that the women now
under his guidance had been marked for special

work in the schools. No matter how heavy the

burden, Father Fessler never lost heart or faith

in the successful future of the community. So

great a faith enabled its possessor to act with

confidence when directing the Sisters, and in

turn it awakened a responsive trust in the hearts

of the nuns. The influence of the priest was so

effective that no one ever thought of questioning

his decisions or setting aside his proposals.

The Sisters knew that their guide would not ask

for obedience to a plan which had any object

other than the advancement of the community's

welfare. God had raised up "a great priest"

for the direction of the little flock.

The characteristic virtue of Father Fessler

was a consuming love for souls, above all, for

the souls of children. His motto might have
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been the injunetion of Christ, ''vSufTer the littler

ones to come unto me." Every power of thai

great nature was exerted to gather these littler

ones, and bring them in a body to tlieir Lord and

Master, Once they were won to a love of the

Father in Heaven, the pastor's care did not end.

All through school days and long after, he kept

in sight the children of his heart. This over-

whelming love of souls was the true reason for

the establishment of a community of Sisters in

the diocese. In the society Father Fessler saw an

aid to his own work, a medium through which he

could do good to souls. With Catholic teachers

in the parish schools his doctrinal discussions

could be augmented by orthodox instruction.

The Sisters were to the priest but
'

'children of

another growth;" therefore he loved them, and

fostered their undertakings. His kindness and

cooperation had made organization possible.

That spirit of helpfulness lasted as long as Father

Fessler remained in the diocese, and gave place

to watchful interest from the distant parish to

which he was assigned. In nothing was the

value of his counsel more noteworthy than in the

formulation of community customs and prac-

tices, and in the choice of rule by which the

Sisters should be governed.

The last years of Father Fessler's life were a
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fulfillincnt of tlic promise of early years. Born
in Baden, Germany, on Mareh 18, 1837, Joseph

was the first child of a family which gave three

sons and one daughter to the religious life.

The piety evident in the growing boy waxed
stronger with age, by reason of the example

and precepts of good parents. An uneventful

career w^as suddenly brought to a close by the

decision of the youth, at the age of seventeen, to

cross the Atlantic and take up his home in

x\merica. The place he selected was the settle-

ment of Naziens, that cradle of religious voca-

tions. While enjoying the pious atmosphere

which pervaded that little colony, Joseph felt

the call to ''higher things." He confided his

aspirations to the pastor of the place, and this

good man, Father Oschwald, immediately of-

fered to instruct the boy in preparatory studies.

When he had become sufficiently advanced to

warrant his application for admission to college,

he entered St. Vincent College. A successful

career at that seat of learning was followed by
admission to St. Francis Seminary, where he

completed his ecclesiastical studies and received

ordination in 18G5. As a token of gratitude and

esteem for the Naziens benefactors, Father

Fessler celebrated in their midst his first Mass.

For some time after his ordination. Father
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Fessler assisted FalhcT OscJivvald in Uie dis-

charge of his parish duties, but after a season he

received an appointment to care for his own
congregation. The parishes were small in those

days, and frequently one i)ri(\st had several

villages to attend. This was the case with

Father Joseph. His portion of the vineyard

consisted of the villages of Clark's Mills and

Maple Grove. With zeal and fervor peculiar

to his nature, he at once engaged in his sacred

ministry for the salvation of souls. It was at

this early period of his life that he noticed the

great need of cooperation in the schools. In-

struction, however excellent, once a week at

Mass, was not sufficient for a proper and lasting

understanding of the Catholic tenets. Children

are forgetful, and very often this readiness to lay

aside the truths of religion is not confined to the

little ones. Father Fessler conceived the idea

of establishing a sisterhood in the village, a com-

munity of teaching Sisters who would inculcate

moral lessons every day in the schools. In

this wise, the Alverno community began.

In 1867, Father Fessler was appointed pastor

of the church of St. Boniface in Manitowoc.

For thirteen years he toiled in this place with

ceaseless effort. For so many years, too, he

showed his unfailing friendship for the convent
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lie luul founded. At the end of that time,

anotlier cliange came about; and the congrega-

tion and bereaved Sisters were obhged to bid

farewell to the faithful shepherd of their parish.

From Manitowoc, Father Fessler removed to

Farmersville, Wisconsin, and after a brief stay

there, he again journeyed on to Fond du Lac.

It was not long before the Sisters heard of his

departure from the last mission. Distant Oregon

became his new home, and there he had oppor-

tunity to help again the chosen few of the Lord

and to Father Fessler's direction the Sisters of

the Precious Blood owed much. Religious were

always the recipients of the zealous kindness of

Father Fessler, and no matter where his duties

called him, he seemed to find communities to

which he could bring consolation and spiritual

benefit. The last appointment of the Father

was superintendence of an Orphanage and Sister-

hood at Beavertown, where he spent his little

remaining strength of mind and body in meeting

the demands on his time and talents. Here it

was that the physical endurance of the priest

who had ever been busy exhausted itself, and

after a life of intense labor and doing of good to

others, the "faithful servant" went to receive

the reward of his deeds. His death occurred on

June 20, 1896.
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Let us turn for a time to the community of

Franciscans who liad so keenly felt th(^ n.'moval

of their good guide. This loss was a cross whic!li

weighed heavily on the superior of tlu; convent

and on each individual member. Tlie greatness

of the sorrow was somewhat alleviated by the

appointment of Father Joseph's brother as

director of the society. Soon to the happiness

of the anxious Sisters, it became clear that the

endearing, admirable traits which had charac-

terized Father Joseph were likewise the inheri-

tance of his brother. The attitude of the

director towards the nuns was marked by the

same kindly virtues which had made his brother's

stay among the Sisters a grace and blessing. He
in turn carried out the plans of his brother, and

in all that pertained to the improvement of the

community manifested the deepest, truest con-

cern. The welfare of the Sisters and their

pupils was the happiness of the pastor, and under

his prudent direction many temporal and spiri-

tual favors were bestowed on the members and

the children of the schools.

The life of the successor of Father Joseph was

cut short by a brief and painful illness. On Pente-

cost, 1885, he celebrated Mass for the last time.

At the commencement of the Holy Sacrifice, joy

was expressed on the countenance of the cele-
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brant—joy at the beautiful feast of the Paraclete;

before the Mass had ended, everyone in the

church realized that their faithful champion

before Heaven would plead for them next at the

throne of the Almighty. At Alverno the dying

priest remained. There he patiently suffered

the throes of agony which shook his frame.

There, too, he struggled with a great fear which

came upon his soul—the fear lest in a moment of

pain he should say aught that would offend his

Maker. This agitation of mind he humbly
confided to Mother Odelia, who was at his bed-

side. Reverend Mother gently reminded him

of his great trust in the Mother of God, to whom
he had so often turned in days when affliction

visited him and the community. To the Virgin,

the Consoler of the afflicted, Father Fessler ad-

dressed his petitions. The prayer inspired by his

closeness to eternity is an inspiration, ''Mother

of God, Whose honor I have sought to spread, help

me in this awful hour.'' After this prayer the

sufferer grew quiet for a while. Then he broke

out into rather loud but sweet song, in praise

of the Creator and His dear Mother. Nearby

was the brother of the dying man. Father Charles

Fessler, who was anxious lest such exertion would

use up the little strength that remained to the

sick man. Turning to Mother Odelia he whis-
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pered gently, "lie will tire liirnsc^lf singing in that

way." The ears so soon to listen to the music of

anotlier world had caught the whisper, and in an

almost laughing tone. Father (ieorge queried,

''Why don't you help me out then?" At the

end of the hymn, Father turned to the physician

and asked, ''How much time have I to live.

Doctor?" The reply came slowly, "But one

hour." As if jealous of the brevity of the

moments of time at his disposal, the holy man
prayed and urged prayers from those at his

bedside. Gradually, his power ebbed away, and
falling into the arms of his brother, he expired.

A saintly death had sealed a saintly life.

The names of those two brothers are sacred

to the Sisters of Alverno. The young members
envy the privileged pioneers who were blessed

by acquaintance with such mighty souls. The
debt of gratitude owed by the community to

the priests is one that cannot bear payment in

words ; it is an account which can only be settled

in terms of prayers, the coin by which Heaven
itself is partially purchased. The familiar names
of the brothers have been remembered in prayer

in the past, but during the year that marks
the fiftieth anniversary of the establishment of

the order, the "jubilee" year, these loyal bene-

factors, friends, and spiritual guiders w411 share
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in every service offered to God in thankfulness

for the institution and preservation of the society.

Wlio knows whether this golden jubilee would

have been a realitv without the direction and

assistance of those noblest of friends, Fathers

Joseph and George Fessler!





Ht. JIev. Msgi{. Joseph Ruesing.



CHAPTER V

A GERMAN COMMUNITY: ITS BEGINNINGS AND
AMALGAMATION WITH AN AMERICAN
COMMUNITY. THE KULTURKAMPF

In the year 1856, two young ladies presented

themselves to the Right Reverend Bishop Ed-

ward Jacob of Hildesheim as candidates for the

community of School Sisters of St. Francis.

These young ladies were Miss Magdeline Bohr-

mann of Einum, and Miss Catherine Engelke

of Hasede. At the time of the application, there

were no Franciscans in the diocese, and the

Bishop had to obtain permission from a com-

munity in the diocese of Brixen for the reception

of the candidates in that city. This reception

took place on April 15, 1856. Miss Engelke

was henceforth known as Sister M. Bernwarda,

and Miss Bohrmann, as Sister M. Seraphica.

A year from that date, the nuns made their

perpetual vows, returning, after the ceremony,

to Hildesheim, where they shared the hospitality

of the Hospital Sisters of Mercy, until applica-

tion was made to the bishop for teaching Sisters.

The call for subjects came from the parish of

Giebaldehausen. x\ccompanied by a candidate,

the two pioneers went to their new abode, which
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proved to be the place of their mother-house.

God blessed the undertaking with temporal and
spiritual success, for soon members asked for

admission to the young community, and the

needs of the diocese were great enough to afford

an outlet for the zeal of the most earnest workers

among the Sisters. For twenty years, no serious

difficulty interfered with the work of advance-

ment, although a storm of hatred against

Catholics in general, and religious orders in

particular, had been brewing during that time.

The community numbered twenty-seven mem-
bers when the persecution of religious orders

became so violent that it was necessary for the

community to disband and seek shelter and

protection in other climes. The movement
which terminated in so determined an attack

on the hierarchy and laity of the Catholic

Church, was so intimately connected with the

history of the German Sisters at Giebandehausen

that it seems advisable to give an account,

necessarily somewhat limited, of the Kultur-

kampf.

The aim of the German Liberals was to secure

for "freie wissenschaft" absolute control over the

intellectual life of the whole realm of Germany.

Conditions for starting the movement for domin-

ion were not favorable until the year 1860. The
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majority of the j)()pulace were opposed to warfare

against the CathoHc (Ifiiireh, l)ut as the fK)W(T of

the Liberals grew, and hkewise their liatred of

all things Catholic, the opponents of the Church

multiplied. The civil administration of the

state was entrusted to this party in leaden, and

immediately the authorities of the Catholic

Church felt the stern hand of the Liberals laid

heavily upon them. The property belonging to

the Church as well as the revenues legally secured

by bishops and priests were now taken over by

the government. Ecclesiastical influence in the

schools was strongly opposed, and an effort was

made to introduce the spirit of *'free science"

into the education of the clergy. The work of

the Liberals succeeded remarkably well, but the

zenith of power possessed by the party was

marked by the advent and administration of

Bismarck. The influence of this party soon

began to make itself felt in Prussia as in Bavaria,

and the principal object of its most vicious

attacks was the influence of ecclesiastics in the

schools. The feature of its various methods

that attracted the attention and admiration of

the people was its economic legislation. Admira-

tion was soon succeeded by hearty support, and

because of this enthusiasm of the people, the

Liberals gained power and control.
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A specious argument of llie Liberals was that

unity of purpose and imity of government was

impossible among a people divided in religious

sentim,ent. In language and education, the

I)()liticians pleaded, the people were one, but in

the most vital of all matters, there was division.

The only way of securing this unity was by an

elimination of the small sect known as Catholics,

or by their amalgamation with the Protestants.

As early as 1846, a Catholic Movement was

inaugurated against this pernicious opposition

of the Liberals, but as the influence of the

Catholics in political, social and educational

affairs was of small importance, a feeling of

shame took possession even of the most earnest

Catholics, and many either renounced their

faith entirely, or else practiced it spasmodically.

This feeling of inferiority made them forgetful

of the glorious history of the past, and unmindful

too of the fact that Christ had foretold that His

followers would be calumniated and persecuted.

Towards the middle of the nineteenth century,

largely through the influence of that splendid

sovereign, Pius IX, Catholicity assumed a

different aspect. The cold weak-hearted Chris-

tians who had heretofore denied their religion now
realized the error of their attitude, and, filled

with shame for the lack of courage, attempted
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to tiLoiic for the past hy a fuller practice of the

beautiful creed of the Cliurch. A revival set in

among Catholics themselves, and opp(jsition lo

the policy of the Lil)erals waxed slron<^. Promi-

nent in political affairs, and in social, they

excited the wrath of their opi^onents, who
devised new and more insidious methods of

attack. The formation of a strong political

party, known as the Centre, and led by a

devout Catholic, AVindthorst, made even Bis-

marck look to his laurels. The ideal of Bis-

marck was a church subject to the state. No
wonder he viewed with alarm the rise of the

Catholic Church and the growing power of this

talented leader, Windthorst.

In 1871, Bismarck did away with the Catholic

section of the Prussian Ministry of Worship,

which, in existence since 1841, had done much
to prevent friction between Catholics and Prot-

estants. Gradually at first, and more openly

later, ecclesiastical influence in the schools was
expelled. In 1872 there began in Prussia an era

of persecution almost without a parallel in his-

tory. The Jesuits were suppressed, and the

sentence of banishment pronounced on all

affiliated orders of w^omen. It is needless to say

that no order of women is affiliated with the

Jesuits. The plan was to get rid of all religious
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orders by any means, whether fair or foul.

Pius IX and the CathoHc populace protested

against the severe measures, but their indigna-

tion was fruitless. In fact, after their protests,

more cruel measures were initiated, culminating

in the well-known '*May Laws," the real purpose

of which was the extinction of the Catholic

Church in Prussia. Each year an enactment

more cruel than that promulgated the preceding

year was issued. Theological seminaries at

Treves, Gnesen-Posen and Hildesheim and

Strassburg were ordered closed, because of the

refusal of the bishop to submit their regulations

for approval to the government. Only young

men trained in state schools were eligible for

ordination. Religious societies which had in

former years the right to govern themselves

now lost that prerogative and were entirely

subject to state control. The appointment of

clerics to vacancies had to be submitted to the

state for approval: otherwise, such appoint-

ments were of no value. Salaries, paid in

former years by the State in compensation for

Church property in its possession, were now
withdrawn. Sentences of excommunication

could not be passed by bishops without consul-

tation of the Government. In short, every

possible effort was made to hamper the Church,
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terrify her clergy, and lemj)! Ilie })(!Oj)le lo

embrace Protestantism. Jleligious ordcn-s were

dismissed one after another, until finally only

those remained whose object was the care of Llie

sick. It was not long, however, before these

likewise fell under sentence of banishment. With

admirable fortitude, bishops, priests and people,

together with women religious, shared the terrors

of prison, poverty and ostracism. Their faith

remained unshaken, and they endured every

new cruelty devised by expert oppressors to

force them to waver in their faith. All this to

secure the rights of conscience.

In large outline, this description of the per-

secution in Germany gives an idea of what

sufferings were inflicted in the space of twenty

years. The separate history of each community
would afford minute details of dread persecu-

tion continued unrelentingly. There were no

exemptions, no favored places or persons. The
little foundation at Giebaldehausen did not

escape. For a long time the Sisters bore the

full rigor of persecution, but when the edict of

banishment came as the climax of the May
Laws, the nuns had to disband, and dress as

seculars, or find homes for themselves in some
other country. With the permission of the

Right Reverend Bishop Wilhelm Sommerwerk
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of Ilildeslieini, and the ordinary, tlie Reverend
Anthony Paseh, Mother Augustine, superior of

the eomniunity, resolved to cross the seas with

her Httle band. Through the kindness of the

superior of the Augustinians, of Germanhausen,
communication was opened with the superior

of the Notre Dame Convent in Milwaukee, where

the Franciscan Sisters of iVlverno had made
their novitiate. Mother Caroline in turn wrote

to Father Fessler, explaining the request of

Father Provincial. The appeal of the exiles

found ready response in the heart of this generous

priest, and negotiations were soon entered upon

with the little community which he had es-

tablished at Silver Lake. It was decided not

only to give a home to the Sisters but to take

them into the community as members. On
September 17, the Feast of the Stigmata of St.

Francis, the Sisters left Europe. On the Feast

of St. Francis, October 4, they reached New
York, where Father Fessler met them. Four

days later they received a joyous welcome at

Alverno, as Sisters who had been found worthy

to "suffer persecution for justice' sake."

In the summer of the following year Mother

Gabriel, superior of the Franciscan Sisters,

suggested that a new election take place, as a

mark of deference for the new members, who
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would then have a voice in the affairs of the

community. The proposal was readily seconded

and under the direction of Jleverend K. Flasch,

who later became Bishop of La Crosse, a retreat

was conducted, at the expiration of which the

election took place, resulting in the choice of

Mother Augustine of the German community

as Mother Superior. We have noted in another

place that this temporary filling of the office was

followed by election for three years, in recogni-

tion of the fine qualities of Mother Augustine.

The amalgamation of the two communities

necessitated the enlarging of the Mother-house

at Alverno. Fortunately, the exiles had in their

possession $16,000, and with this goodly sum
work was begun on the new building. Mother
Augustine conceived the idea of returning to

Germany in order to collect money for the

addition to the house, and to dispose of some

things owned by the community. The plan

was carried out quite successfully. On her

arrival in Germany, Mother Augustine was

warmly welcomed by her relatives and friends,

and received help in money and other gifts for

her new project. In the **Annals" of the

Franciscan Sisters many amusing accounts may
be read of the visit of Mother Augustine, and of

the queer notions some people had formed of the
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strange land—America. The superior was be-

sieged with questions concerning the new coun-

try, its inhabitants, and products. Many of

these were most amusing and simple as were the

gentle folk who showed their ignorance of travel

in places so remote as the distant *iand of the

free."

For two months Mother Augustine remained

among the people whom she loved and revered.

At the end of that time she prepared for her

homeward journey, much against the wishes

of her aged parents and many relatives and

friends, who dreaded the passage of the terrible

ocean. Leaving Duderstadt, the courageous

woman departed for America, which she reached

after an absence of three months. The welcome

she received at Alverno showed that in her

brief stay in the American community she had

endeared herself to the American Sisters; it is

needless to state how happy the companions of

her first community were to see again the dear

Mother who had guided them so virtuously in

their old home, and who had again risked

dangers in order to contribute to their happiness

and temporal welfare. Eagerly they heard

tales of the "Vaterland" and all thanked God for

His great kindness in protecting their dear one

from the dangers attendant on that long and

trying journey.
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CHAPTER VI

TWO-FOLD AIM OF THE COMMUNITY: WORKS
OF SANCTIFICATION AND THE EDUCATION

OF YOUTH

In the Rule of St. Augustine is an admiral )ly

expressed reason for the existence of religious

congregations. The Saint says, *'The first pur-

pose for which you have been brought together

is that you dwell in unity in the house, and that

you have but one soul and one heart in God:

and call not anything your own, but all things

be common. "i

And here we might ask, *'What is a religious

congregation?" Heimbucher in his scholarly

Die Orden Kongregationen der Katholischen

Kirche tells us that religious orders and congre-

gations are associations of persons of the same

sex who live under a common rule: whose

members have bound themselves by the three

vows of voluntary poverty, perfect chastity, and

entire obedience to strive for the attainment of

Christian perfection as outlined by the Gospels;

whose associations have been sanctioned b}^

papal, or at least by episcopal approbation.

^ Augustine, Rule of Saint; Dominican Constitution; Sinsinawa
Mound, 1889, p. 18.
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Those persons who bind themselves by solemn

eontraet to observe their vows are members of

an order, whereas those who take simple vows
become members of a congregation. The solemn

vows are taken at once, whereas the simple vows
may be temporary or for life.^

Early in the history of the Church, there

existed some form of monasticism. Men were

the pioneers in secluding themselves from worldly

cares and taking upon themselves a monastic

form of life. Not long after, however, women
imitated the noble example of the stronger sex,

and they have been fair rivals for the kingdom

of Heaven. The protection of religious has been

the pride of Popes and dignitaries of the Church.

Their rules and constitutions received appro-

bation and special blessing. They have been

subject to the Church and at the advice of Pope

or lesser ecclesiastic have changed rules or

enforced discipline whenever such measure was

necessary The Church in no way interferes

with a well-regulated order or congregation,

once the rules and customs have been approved.

The good work accomplished by self-sacrificing

men and women has received praise from the

clergy of all places and times. No one is so well

^ Heimbucker, M. J., Die Orden und Kongregationen der Katho-
lischen Kirche, Paderborn, 1907, vol. i, pp. 1-23,
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able as they Lo judge the infinilc^ good the mon-

asteries have done in tlie past and present era.

The history of the various eornmunities is the

liistory of the varied needs of different ages.

According as the Church required extra assist-

ance, the numerous orders sprang up, each one

fining some pecuhar need not attended to before.

That statement answers the question, '*Why so

many orders?" Each community has its own
work and at the present time it is safe to say

that not one order or congregation could be dis-

pensed with. The communities receive approba-

tion from the Holy See, and are usually subject

to the bishop of the diocese in which they are

established. Chapter V of the Constitutions of

the Franciscan Sisters of Charity reads: ''Agree-

able to the Constitutions of the community, the

Third Plenary Council of Baltimore (Chapter

IX, No. 93) the Apostolic Constitutions and the

General Laws of the Church, the community is

subject to the jurisdiction of the diocesan

bishop." According to the Constitution 'Tater-

nae Sedis" issued by Pope Benedict XIII,

Dec. 10, 1725, ''the sisters, as children of St.

Francis, acknowledge and revere the General

Minister of the Friars Minor, as the successor

of their seraphic Founder."

The immediate reason for the foundation of
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the congregation in Wisconsin was, as we have

described at length in an earlier chapter, the

need of religious training for the children of

parishes in the West. At later dates, other

necessities caused the acting superiors to under-

take many charitable works, but teaching was
never dispensed with for any purpose. It was
only when subjects could be spared for other

cliarities that homes and hospitals were opened.

The early founders had a two-fold purpose in

view^ when they endeavored to form their little

society. Their primary aim was the sanctifica-

tion of their own souls. For this, they drew up
a code of laws which regulated their time for

prayer and labor. The practice of the virtues of

obedience, patience, poverty and humility was

recommended and carried out. As secondary

aim, the Sisters undertook the special work of

instructing youth. These two great motives, the

sanctification of their own souls and charity to-

wards others, especially the young, inspired the

Sisters with a spirit of mutual encouragement

and helpfulness. Their aim was to follow Christ

with entire surrender of self and undivided affec-

tion, and to accomplish this supernatural task

they strove for complete detachment from crea-

tures and a perfect contempt of the world.

The Sisters combine the active with the con-
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templaiive life. The pressure of the oceupations

of their calhng does not interfere with the union

t]iey strive to estal)Hsh between themselves and

their Spouse; nor do these many works take from

them the spirit of meditation and prayerful

contemplation. On the other hand, in follow-

ing out the spirit of their rule, they do not devote

themselves to prayer in such a manner as to

allow interference with the proper and due

performance of the duties of their state in life.

The difficult problem of combining the active

and the contemplative life is solved by this

means: the members apply themselves to an

active performance of manifold duties, but the

pursuit of their various avocations is continued

with serenity and in a spirit of recollection. A
constant remembrance of God's presence is the

true secret of the success that attends all their

efforts.

Evangelical poverty is simple poverty of

spirit and voluntary detachment from all that

is not of God : it is the spirit of humility and the

mark of true love of Jesus who chose poverty

for His bride; it is the spirit of the Founder,

St. Francis, who loved to imitate the example

of His Master; it is so great a virtue in God's

eyes that He promises the Kingdom of Heaven
to the poor in spirit. The Sisters have oppor-
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tuiiity to observe poverty in many ways: their

accommodations are primitive and often rude;

their fare is simple though substantiaL

Sohd virtue is nowhere more necessary than

in community hfe. Freed from the cares of a

family, the worry of earning a Hvehhood for

dependents, and the sohcitude that attends the

management of all temporal concerns, there yet

remains, and justly so, the necessity of carrying

a daily cross. This daily cross is simply com-

munity life; the necessity of associating closely

day after day with the same persons. This

close companionship brings out many weak-

nesses that would not be noticed at rare meetings.

The shortcomings of members are soon observed,

and they cause irritation. Those faults that

were not eradicated in the novitiate must be

borne with patiently and constantly. God
often leaves defects in a character for its own
betterment and for the sanctification of others,

who gladly bear with weaknesses for the sake of

the Saviour. Besides this cross, there is the

monotony of common life. There is no escap-

ing the common life. From the very outset the

members are trained to feel the importance of

it for their own salvation and the salvation of

mankind. A society which has no common life

cannot endure. This axiom no sensible person
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will deny, and yet the mere confession of its

necessity makes the endurances of everyday

routine no less difficult.

One of the great helps in the religious life for

the strengtliening of a sisterly si)iril: is the

community recreation which Lakes place at

regularly appointed times. This exercise is

enjoyed in common. Such practice is not

peculiar to the convent at Alverno but is the

practice strenuously insisted on in every well-

regulated religious house. This community
recreation is a daily exercise, and to its practice

great importance is attached. The hour of

informal intercourse is an outlet for the social

impulse implanted by God in every human heart.

Besides, this duty often is the only opportunity

afforded the Sisters to meet. During the day,

their other duties may be in different parts of the

convent, and they may rarely come in contact

with one another. Joyous recreations are de-

sired by every good superior, and insisted on, for

such indulgence does much for a mutual under-

standing and bringing about a happy spirit of

fellowship. The unbending of the tired mind
fits the Sister for better mental work in the period

succeeding the recreation. Relaxation is essen-

tial for every one. These are some of the

reasons why the community recreation is re-
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garded as a duty just as binding as any require-

ment of the Rule.

The secondary aim of the Sisters of St.

Francis is the salvation of souls through the

cchication of children. This consideration brings

up the old-time question
—

"Is a Catholic school

education necessary .f^" That query has been

answered many times in a convincing manner.

There is an indispensable need of Catholic

schools. Not only the temporal interests of the

child are to be considered, but primarily his

eternal interests. That the child may be trained

for Heaven as well as fitted for citizenship is the

reason for the establishment and maintenance of

Catholic schools at a great expense to Christian

parents. Every year these sacrificing fathers

and mothers pay out thousands of dollars in

double taxes, for the Catholic school must be sup-

ported, and the public school tax is required by
law. What motive except a religious one would

inspire members of a parish to take on them-

selves this two-fold burden.^ With them the

maintenance of a school for their little ones is a

matter of conscience. They will not tolerate

an education which leaves no place in its curric-

ulum for religion. To work out their ideas on

the school question, they deprive themselves

of luxuries, and build their own schools without
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state aid. Sacrificing as is the spiril of llie

Catholic parent, the work could not last were

there no religious to spend their lives teaching

in the schools. The Catholic population could

not afford to pay exorbitant salaries to teachers,

much as they would wish to reward the zeal and

labor of the teaching body. The small pittance

paid to Sisters for their services in the schools

is barely enough to enable them to exist, without

supplying extras. That is all they require,

however, and the pecuniary embarrassments of

a parish have never prevented Sisters from set-

tling in that district.

It is essential that religious training be

received during childhood. During those years

the inspiration to goodness is most strongl}^ felt.

That inspiration should come first of all from the

school, where the child spends the greater part of

his day. Reverence for authority is natural in

a child, and when such reverence is lacking, the

cause may be traced to carelessness on the part

of some of his elders. Respect for teachers is

another asset of the young, uninfluenced child.

Her teachings are accepted without the per-

plexities that render a mature mind sceptical.

No truth of religion is difficult of credence to the

child so ready to accept any extra-mundane

doctrine. The religious teacher is capable of
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working on the spiritual aspirations of the chil-

dren under her care at this youthful, confiding

stage. The child is like clay in the hands of a

skillful potter, or unhewn marble inider the

magic chisel of an able sculptor. The religious

educate not simply the intellect, but the will,

the conscience and the heart. The basis of

their work among the children is that morals

can be fostered and sustained only by religion.

Without neglecting the training of the mental

faculties, they appeal to the heart, the imagina-

tion, and the conscience. The Sisters first

endeavor to teach the child that there is a higher

goal to be reached by the intellect than the mere

acquirement of human knowledge. In this way
religion enters into the daily life of the children,

They are taught religious truths and practices,

not simply by precept, but by example as w^ell.

The moral influence which the Sisters wield over

the little ones must be the result of their frequent

approaching of the sacraments, whence they re-

ceive power to continue God's work. In their own
lives they seek constantly to perfect themselves

in the moral and religious virtues. *'Out of the

abundance of the heart, the mouth speaketh."

This influence of the schools is constantly

widening, and it would seem as if in time it

would l)e a more potent factor in the moulding
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of the child than is the home. The seliools con-

ducted by the Franciscan Sisters of Aiverno arc

nujlliplying and becoming more efficient every

year. The curricula are well arranged; and as a

consequence, wherever the pupils have com-

peted with public school children, they have

given testimony of equal if not superior training

in secular studies.

An idea of the extent of the work accomplished

by the nuns may be gained by enumerating the

schools, the teachers, and the pupils taught at

the present time. The list is long, and only of

interest to those of us to whom the mention of

some particular mission recalls happy memories.

The arrangement is according to diocese rather

than date of opening.

Diocese of Green Bay, Wisconsin

Date of

Location opening Teachers Pupils

Antigo 1800 8 395

Algoma 1885 4 162

Aiverno 1876 2 41

Askeaton 1906 3 60

Brillion 1890 4 125

Chilton 1893 2 80

Clarks Mills '1866 2 91

Clintonville 1894 3 87

Cooperstown 1880 2 64

Francis Creek 1876 2 69

Hilbert 1906 2 110
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Date of

Location opcu'nuj Teachers Pupils

Holland 18(18 4 161

South Kaulvauna .1888 12 500

Kewauiioo 1903 3 130

Kellnervillc 1886 2 130

Kiel 1901< 3 106

Mackvillo 1895 2 63

Manitowoc 1886 10 446

Maple Grove 1867 4 100

New Franken 1905 3 50

South Oshkosh 1907 10 425

Oneida (Indian) 1913 2 57

Oconto Falls 1913 4 193

Reedsvillc 1884 2 60

Sturgeon Bay 1898 5 237

St. Ann's ,.. 1878 2 103

St. Wendel 1877 2 95

Sherwood 1894 3 100

Sawder 1908 2 68

Wrightstown 1913 ,2 62

Holy Family Hospital in Manitowoc accom-

modates a large number of patients. In the

institution are twenty-seven Sisters caring for

the sick. The hospital was opened in 1899.

Diocese of Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Date of

Location opening Teachers Pupils

Ashton 1906 2 103

New Munstcr 1895 3 96

Plymouth 1896 3 102

Waukesha 1881 7 300



The Right Rev. Paul P. Rhode, Bishop of Gueex Bay.
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Diocese of La Ckosse, Wihconsin

Date of

Location opening Teachers Pupib

Boyd 1894 3 ll.>

Bloomington 1915 2 53

Cassville 1894 3 120

Edson 1895 3 83

Patosi 1869 3 84

Diocese of Columbus, Ohio

Cambridge 1911 3 126

Delaware 1905 6 220

Mingo Jimctioii 1902 6 32.'3

Wellston 1908 5 184

Woodsfield 1898 2 70

Zanesville 1893 ' 8 343

In Zanesville, there is situated a large hospital

and a training school. Both were established in

1902, and the work is done there by twenty-

three Sisters, assisted by secular nurses, graduate

and those in training.

Diocese of Grand Rapids, Michigan

Date of

Location opening Teachers Pupils

Cross Village (Indian) .... 1897 2 69

Petoskey 1888 5 263

Diocese of Marquette, Michigan

Ironwood 1892 9 405

Manistique 1902 6 312
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Diocese of Superior, Michigan

Rice Lake ISDO 5 167

Rhiiiclaiider 1900 6 286

Diocese of Omaha, Nebraska

West Point 1885 6 194

Lindsay 1900 7 217

In West Point is situated the Home for the

Aged, founded by Father Ruesing. St. Joseph's

Home has seventy inmates under the care of ten

Sisters. It was opened in 1905.

Separately, the numbers seem small, but in

total, they are astonishing, inasmuch as the

number of pupils reached by a comparatively

small number of Sisters is remarkably large. In

all the schools there are 10,000 children under

the care of but 216 teachers. These figures

alone are proof of the great field open to religious

influence. In addition, there are the hospitals

with their large number of patients, and inability

to care for the constantly increasing demand for

Catholic nurses; and the Home for the Aged.

Teachers of the Fine Arts are in almost every

convent of the community, for recognition of the

splendid talent of the cloister has long been

accorded religious of every order.

A list like the above is after all but an arith-

metical record. Connected with each mission
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mentioned is a history vitally interesting. When
the true Historian of the Sisters of St. Franeis

takes upon herself the writing of the deeds of the

community, she will find in the annals of each

house details which will supply her with most

interesting data for her story. At present, it

would be outside the purpose of this brief narra-

tive to give anything but a summary of the good

works of the congregation.



CHAPTER VII

AN ADMINISTRATION OF TWENTY YEARS
(1891-1911)

Immediately after the visitation made by the

Most Reverend F. K. Katzer, assisted by the

Reverend Wilham Peil, an election of ofRcers

for the ensuing year took place at the Mother
House. This was in accordance with the laws

laid down in the Constitution of the com-

munity. The meeting took place on August 7,

1891, and resulted in the appointment of the

following Sisters:

Sister M. Alexia, Mother Superior

Sister M. Euphrosine '

Sister M. Bernadine

Sister M. Helena

The election was sanctioned by his Grace and

on the following day a solemn high mass of

thanksgiving was offered in the convent chapel.

It is impossible at the present time to write a

satisfactory account of the life and labors of the

Sister who took upon herself at this date the

management of a large community with a

variety of interests. We are too near, in point

of time, this capable religious who for twenty

years bore the responsibility of office amid per-

90

> Assistants
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piexilics as well as on days of trial wiLliouL strain

or worry. Mother Alexia herself would he the

first to forbid any laudatory eoinrnent on her

endeavors in behalf of the community. Time
will allow a worthier telling of the merits of the

faithful superior, and for the nonce we must be

content with an almost barren and uninteresting

story of the many, many works of zeal that

filled up the period of twenty years.

At the time of the election there were in the

Alverno community 141 professed Sisters, 35

novices, and 36 candidates or postulants. The
Sisters had charge of forty-two parochial schools

besides the Academy or Holy Family Institute,

as it was called. Just at that time there came
from many missions an eager and earnest de-

mand for teachers. The request was pressing,

and Mother Alexia felt that the schools should

be opened in those places even if, in order to fill

the positions, she would have to draw on the

Academy. The situation was a peculiar one.

Something had to be sacrificed. At a meeting

of the Mother Superior and the Council the

decision was made that in face of the urgent

appeals of pastors for schools the Academy of

the Holy Family should be closed and the

teachers transferred immediately to the schools

in question. These missions included Chilton,
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AVis.; Fort Atkinson, Iowa; St. Wendel, Wis.;

Zanesville, Ohio, and Cassville, Wis.

It is not our intention to dwell on the usual

happenings of a community in so long a period

as twenty years. In one sense, routine marks

such events. There are deaths and depleted

ranks; the usual entrance of new subjects, and

the woof and warp of everyday experience. As
the community became more generally known,

applications continued to pour in for Sisters

to attend to the needs of the parishes. Mother

Alexia always listened seriously to such applica-

tions, but in her great wisdom and consideration

for the health of the Sisters she never opened a

mission unless the number of subjects justified

extending the sphere of activity. Material ad-

vantages had no part in her system of govern-

ment. The only inducement that had value in

her eyes was the possibility of doing good to

souls. For such a motive, she made sacrifices

of her own time, and inspired the Sisters under

her care to spare no personal sacrifice which

meant benefit to others. It was impossible for

the Superior, no matter how great her zeal, to

meet the constant demand for subjects. The
"Field" was indeed large, and though the

"laborers" were few in number, the need of

religious in the diocese was far from being
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filled. CoiislanUy Lhe Sisters prayed tliat the

Lord would send them new suhjeets to take the

places of the older Sisters wliose health was

becoming undermined and to supply the demand
for new missions.

This dearth of religious teachers in the diocese

Mother Alexia lamented. She appreciated the

good a well trained, spiritual woman could

accomplish in the schools. She also understood

,that every subject applying for admission to the

community did not possess sufficient knowledge

to begin life as a teacher. Consequently the

far sighted Superior determined to give to the

Sisters under her charge a thorough pedagogical

training as well as training in the religious life.

By this method subjects became adapted for

class-room work and the virtues necessary for

the religious teacher were inculcated at the

same time. This double training was carried

on by a Sister chosen from the ranks of the

community in recognition of her gifts of piety,

discretion, and knowledge of human nature.

Assisting her on the pedagogical side were

talented members of the order, who devoted

themselves assiduously to the improvement of

ability already known, or to the development of

latent possibilities in the young Sisters under

their charge. While treating of the admirable
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works accomplished by Mother Alexia, it is

essential to speak of this training school for

candidates, for no labor or enterprise of the sister-

hood deserves more careful teaching or general

consideration than the section of the ''vine^^ard'*

which provides for the future of the society. We
shall then review the reasons for the establish-

ment of what is called a scholasticate or religious

novitiate, iVs the number of subjects increased,

and the duties of the institute multiplied, there

rose to prominence the training-school for the

young women who aspired to membership in

the community.

In the novitiate the novice or postulant listens

to explanations delivered by a woman well

versed in spiritual lore, whose main duty is to

instruct the novice in the requirements of the new
life to which she has offered to conform. It is

not surprising that during this probation time

more attention is devoted to the requirements of

the spiritual life than to secular studies. When
the groundwork in the religious life is established,

it is an easy task to build the superstructure of

accomplishments. In the novitiate the novice

is taught to love the Rule which she one day

hopes to observe by vow. Even during her

time of trial she strives to live according to the

principles laid down in that rule, since it would

be impossible to embrace suddenly, without
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preparation, a mode of regular lif(;. TIki great

value of this confoririity to a rule wliieh liinds

in no way for the present is that the eoinrn unity

(and the novice herself) may discover whether

this particular subject possesses the power to

adapt herself to a fixed state of hfe. Community
hfe is quite different from the free and easy

method of hving allowed our young girls. They
decide in almost every affair of importance, and

the parents and guardians have in reality very

little control over their actions. The strict

obedience, the patience, the humility, which

novitiate practices require are virtues at variance

with the worldly freedom once enjoyed. Fitting

is it that apprenticeship precede the final pro-

nouncement of vows. The young girl in the

world thought only of her own interests; now she

learns to be solicitous for the poorest and most

wretched. Her duties are small household tasks

and the time not spent in listening to exhorta-

tions and in reading spiritual books is used in

the study of whatever the Mistress of Novices

thinks advisable. The novice lives in the

community and at recreation does not meet the

professed members. It is at meals and religious

services that the entire community assembles.

Other exercises the novices have in their own
part of the house.

According to the rules and constitutions of the
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Franciscan Sisters of Alverno, the scliolasticate

is a period of three years. That entire time is

spent in study, prayer, and the exercises of

rehgious disciphne. Though the pressing de-

mands of the missions sometimes interfere with

this quiet and regularity, an effort is made to

keep the novices in the novitiate as long as

possible, and a certain canonical period must be

spent there. No candidate is admitted to the '

grade of novice unless her career as a postulant

has been satisfactory. Entrance to noviceship

marks the first step towards the rank of member
of the community. After the specified time has

elapsed, if the novice still perseveres in her

intention of joining the Sisters, she is permitted

to take her first vows. These bind only for

three years. Again a renewal takes place for

three years more, and finally at the end of the

ninth year of temporary vows, the novice

pledges herself for life to the Institute. At the

expiration of so long a probation period, a

novice has had sufficient experience and knowl-

edge of the religious life to know whether she

cares to continue the career she has so far

followed. She now acquires a voice in the

affairs of the community.

The novitiate is indeed the recruiting station

of a community. Great care has to be exercised
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that no unsuital)l(' sul)joct he left in the novitiate.

Sometimes a good girl liiinks herseh* eallcnJ to

that state of Hfe, and afterwards finds tliat she

has not the necessary (jualifieaLions. She is

free to sever connections with the society and

return to the world still on friendly relations

with the Sisters whom she leaves. Again, by

some strange dispensation of Providence, an

unworthy subject gains entrance to the novitiate.

Then the Mistress of novices is bound in con-

science to report this absence of vocation to the

council and the undesirable member is dis-

missed. The novice who perseveres is taught

the value of the poverty and obedience that the

Saviour sanctified in His own life; likewise, the

angelic purity practiced by the disciple whom
''Jesus loved" is commended. In a spirit of

contempt for merely worldly principles, and
filled with a strong desire for absolute union with

God, the novice struggles against the faults of

character which are her natural and acquired

portion and as far as is compatible with human
nature she maintains peace and union with her

Spouse. All personal aims are lost in the ambi-

tions of the large unit, the community. The
novice has to forego private judgments and
submit docilely to the opinions of the Mistress

of Novices. This surrender of one's own opinion
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is the result of the novitiate training, which

teaches the novice that self-surrender is better

than sacrifice. She becomes imbued with this

broad religious spirit, and learns to submerge

her own views in the wider good of the com-
munity as a whole. The only model ever held

up for imitation in the novitiate is the Great

Exemplar of humanity, the Christ in His hidden

life. From the inspiration gathered from con-

templation of those three years of unobserved

sanctity, the novice grows to an appreciation of

the virtues so necessary to a faithful observance

of her vows and rules.

Parallel with this moral development that

went on in the novitiate in Alverno was a

mental provisioning for the days that were to

come. In the academic branches the ablest

teachers in the community were selected as

instructors of the novices. Blessed by nature

and grace with talents of a high order, these

Sisters gave all their time to the advancement of

the younger members. For a number of years

the artists at the Mother-house lent the inspira-

tion of their fine minds and hearts to the work

of formation of the art teachers of a future day.

The principles of art laid down by these talented

artists have been adopted in every school of the

congregation. The same purity of method
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governed the course in music given at the

Mother-house to the fortunate novices at home.

A few years after tlie installation of M oilier

Alexia the Constitution of the order underwent

a change. This change was the result of cogi-

tation and prayer. The Reverend guardian of

the Franciscan Fathers of Quincy, 111., drew up

the plan. The revised Book of Constitution was

sent to the Archbishop for approval. The reply

was stated as as follows:

"As it appeared desirable that the Rules and

Constitutions of the Venerable Franciscan Sis-

ters, whose Mother House is at Alverno, Wis.,

be revised, arranged in better form and altered

in some points, the Reverend Franciscan Father

has with our permission made the necessary

revision, rearrangement and alteration.

"Now, that the newly revised Rules have been

placed before the Venerable Sisters and maturely

considered by them, in a general Chapter of the

community over which we presided on August

first and second, we hereby approve of the follow-

ing Rules and Constitutions and by virtue of our

episcopal authority, declare them obligatory."

Given at Milwaukee, August 3, 1894.

F. X. KATZER,

Archbishop of Milwaukee,
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For some years there had been demands made
upon the community for Sisters to engage in

hospital work. Mother Alexia was glad to con-

sider the proposal, and as soon as she felt able to

give Sisters for the work, she began the great

charity of nursing the sick. During her third

and fourth terms of office, two hospitals were

opened: one in Zanesville, Ohio, and the other

in Manitowoc, Wis. About this time also, she

accepted new missions, and in the year 1905

undertook the management of a Home for the

Aged. The opening of so many houses would

have been rendered impossible except for the

large increase in the applications for entrance to

the congregation. The years were rich in

religious vocations, especially among the grad-

uates of the various schools conducted by the

Sisters in the different parts of the country.

One circumstance deserves commendation at

this point, viz., the formation of a Board of

Discipline whose duty it was to attend to the

preparation of young teachers for the parish

schools. This work was over and above the

splendid training received in the novitiate. The

meeting at which this motion was made was

presided over by the Father Provincial of the

Sisters. The committee consisted of the fol-

lowing members: President, Reverend Mother
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Alexia; members, Sisters Euplirosine, Generose,

Aloysia, Calasanza, Richard, and DeSales. The
Reverend Father Provincial gave the Sisters

many useful suggestions on the subjects of teach-

ing and classroom management, and altogeth(T

a general enthusiasm was created among the

nuns by the inauguration of this new movement.

The last years of Mother Alexia's term were

filled with hopes and fears for the welfare of the

community. Losses and reverses came in their

turn, but on the whole the recall of those years

brings praiseworthy events to mind. The spirit

of cooperation was beautiful and productive of

much united action. Mother Alexia ruled the

community from the years immediately preced-

ing the date of its Silver Jubilee to the years

immediately preceding its Golden Jubilee. Credit

is justly due and graciously given to her for her

careful and conscientious care of the Sisters and

all that tended to enhance the reputation of the

order. When the Golden Year dawns, it will be

a pleasure for the Sisters to meet and congratu-

late one to whose devotedness they owe so much,

and whose one purpose during these twenty

long years was fulfilled beyond the most san-

guine expectations.



CHAPTER VIII

ST. JOSEPH HOME FOR THE AGED

For many years prior to the establishment of a

Cailiohe Home for the Aged in West Point, Nebr.,

tlie great need of such an institution had been

felt. Two classes of aged persons particularly

claimed charitable ministration: the feeble old,

who needed vigilant attention at all times, and

the aged, suffering only from the weight of

years, whose home surroundings no longer

afforded comfort and congenial companionship.

The need at length became so great that Father

Ruesing, pastor of the Church of St. Mary in

West Point, felt impelled to provide a home for

the numerous people of advanced years with

whom he had come in contact directly or in-

directly. It was well for the interests of the

afflicted that their wants attracted the attention

of so zealous and indefatigable a worker as the

rector of St. Mary's. For many years the priest

cherished the desire to build a suitable home,

but the realization of the project was deferred

until the year 1905.

No one knew better than Father Ruesing the

relief such a home would bring; no one had more

experience in dealing with the poor and suffering
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than the priest wlio liad rninisLerecI to a lar^c^

congregation for twenty-eiglil years and later

examined the poverty of e()ng(^sl((l dislriels at

close range when appointed member of the State

Board of Charities and Correction. The distress

of the aged appealed especially to him and his

constant thought was of a method of remedying

existing conditions by the erection of a home
which would not only offer shelter, l)ut bring

comfort and careful supervision to all its inmates.

Before taking any definite steps towards the

accomplishment of his object, Father Ruesing

sought advice from several sources. His plans

readily found approval from the Governor of the

State, the members of the State Board, other

officials, and the Sisters of St. Francis located in

the village. The interest of the Sisters lent aid

to the proposal, for in reality the institutions of

various kinds founded and carried on by the

Church could not thrive without the generous

cooperation and management of the Sisterhoods

of the country. Added encouragement to com-

mence the work came when Father Ruesing

received a communication from the Mother
Superior of the Franciscans in which Mother
Alexia gave her approval to the plan and
promised Sisters to carry on the work of the

Home.
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Iinmcdiately Fatlier Ruesing undertook to

systematize his own efforts. In order to secure

information concerning the really needy through-

out the State, he sent out 300 letters to County
and City clerks, asking for the names of the

persons in need of a home and care. One
hundred and fifty-two replies afforded the infor-

mation that no less than 1,800 persons were

eligible for entrance to institutions of such a

character as that proposed by the Father. The
data proved appalling and showed the wisdom
of the man who had studied the facts of the case.

Next he sought information about the cost of

erection and maintenance of homes in other

localities. With these details in mind. Father

Ruesing looked for a suitable site. Most for-

tunate in his choice of location, he purchased a

tract of land containing the palatial dwelling of

Mr. D. G. Giffert, lately deceased. The pur-

chase price was little considering the value of the

property. Immediate possession was granted,

and alterations were begun on the dwelling. Fur-

nishings were installed promptly, and on Novem-
ber 15, 1905, three Franciscans formally took

charge of the new Home and opened its doors to

inmates. The first superior was Sister Pierre.

Under the active supervision of Father Ruesing

and the splendid management of the superior
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the success of the institution was c^vichmt from

the very ho^ginning. In a sliort time (^very

available place was utilized for tin* numerous

applicants for adnussion. Many of those taken

during the early days of tlie Home were poor

people of the city, without a home, and unable

in any way to recompense the Sisters for their

charity. This was indeed **giving until it

hurt." This great charity brought l)lessings

upon the work of the Sisters, and ere long they

shared the generosity of others and as they had

given, received of the bounty of those blessed

by God with the riches of this world.

One of the earliest benefactors of the Home
was the uncle of Sister Pierre, an aged gentleman

who sought the shelter and quiet of the new
abode. Interested in the great work cherished

by the pastor and the Sisters, and grateful for the

comfort the Home afforded him in his declining

years, Mr. Peter Klehr magnanimously contrib-

uted the sum of $8,000 to the small treasury

of St. Joseph. Many debts incurred in im-

provements and other matters were now paid,

and the way was opened for the enlargement of

the house which had proved too small for the

accommodation of those applying for admission.

The number of applicants was large at all times,

and no one was ever refused who deserved help.
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except at times when the lUready crowded con-

dition of the Home made it impossible for the

Sisters to receive new members.

The only requisite for admission was dire need;

neither creed nor nationality proved a bar to

entrance. Patrons were expected to give what
they could afford for the upkeep of the institu-

tion, but often charitv laid aside even this

recjuest and the poor shared with the rich the

conveniences and the comforts of the Home.
The visible reward of the Sisters was the tran-

quillity which pervaded the very atmosphere of

St. Joseph. Freed from financial cares, minis-

tered to by able nurses, and inspired by the

devoted attentions of the spiritual-minded,

kindly Father Director and the Sisters, the old

people lived out in peace and harmony the few

or many years left after the "heat and burden

of the day." Their joy and gratitude were com-

forting to those who toiled so arduously for them.

In 1907, just a few years after the opening, it

became necessary to put an addition to the first

building. For permanence and comfort, a brick

structure was erected. Many more applications,

received as soon as people heard of the addition,

brought new inmates, until in 1914 another

building was placed on the grounds. A chapel

afforded the religious-minded opportunity to
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visit Jesus in the tabernacle. This (Juest-

chambcr was tlie pride of llie Sisters and tlie

priest who came to celebrate Mass in the Home.
P^very modern improvement was installed in

time in the buildings for the lightening of the

labor of those who took care of the house and

for the convenience of the inmates. A large

steam laundry, a steam bakery, a solarium, and

other valuable improvements were added within

a few years. One of the finest of the equipments

is an emergency hospital with operating room.

The conveniences within doors are not superior

to the provisions without. A well-stocked farm

supplies many of the table wants. Fruits,

vegetables, milk, butter, meats and berries are

the products of this farm. Every natural

resource of the property has been turned to

advantage for the health of the people there.

" At the present time, besides the old folk, many
orphan children share the advantages of St.

Joseph's. This charity seemed indispensable,

though it limits the accommodation of older

persons. About seventy elderly persons now
claim St. Joseph's as "home."

The entire history of this institution is closely

connected with the life and labors of the founder,

Father Ruesing, whose personal interest and

sacrifice did much to continue the glorious pro-
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jcct which was conceived in his charitable heart.

As the pastor of a large parish, the priest had

many duties which constantly demanded his

attention, yet to these nmnerous labors he

added the task of attending to business respon-

sibilities and other cares connected with the

home he had established. After some time, the

failing health of Father Ruesing rendered so

strenuous a life impossible except at the risk of

succumbing to over-activity. Wisely, the Father

planned to diminish his cares, but no induce-

ment won his consent to lessen in any way the

duties resulting from supervision of the Home.
That labor was to be his until he no longer felt

able to work for the Lord. Just at this time

His Holiness, Pope Pius IX, in recognition of the

extraordinary charitable labors of the good

priest, made him Prelate of the Papal Household,

with the title of Monsignor. This honor was

awarded Father Ruesing on May 24, 1914. The
Pope's bestowal of such an honor seemed appro-

priate, coming as it did when the physical

strength of the tireless worker was given out. A
pastorate of thirty-seven years was a goodly

record of achievement.

At the present time the management of the

finances of the Home, the collection and dis-

tribution of its revenues, and the daily improve-
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ment of conditions in all departments receive

the closest attention of Father Ruesing. II(^ is

as ready now to listen to the cries of tiie needy as

in the days when his youthful heart longed to

alleviate the distress of those whose sufferings

he himself witnessed. Through the long history

of St. Joseph's Monsignor Ruesing showed him-

self the father of his children, young and old,

but to none did he display more tender care than

to the aged inmates to whose material and

spiritual necessities he loved to minister.



CHAPTER IX

"GOD'S ACRE"

A short distance from the convent at Alverno

hes tlie peaceful abode of the dead, where rest

14() faithful lal)orers of the Franciscan Sister-

hood. The last rays of the setting sun light up
with a glorious sparkle the numerous crosses

erected over the graves. To one and all came
the same summons to lay aside forever the cares

of life and enter the city of heavenly love, the

reward of the Spouses of the Bridegroom. Like

the laborers hired in the days gone by, some

answered the call of vocation early; others came
at the eleventh hour, but all labored earnestly

and faithfully, earning the commendation of their

Sister companions and guiding the lives of the

children whom they taught in the schools.

Sadness, the sadness of death, first came to the

community when Sister M. Seraphica died on

November 2, 1876. Heaven seemed nearer to

the Sisters who mourned this, their first hostage

to Heaven. They saw the peaceful passing out

of life of one whose offerings of daily sacrifices

must have been pleasing to the Lord. This

parting, though sad, spurred the remaining

members to aim at a greater sanctification of

their own souls.

110
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Not long after deatli a^ain claimed victims,

and in the years following the angel of death

came to release sufferers. The history of the

community has been made by these dead who
sleep in the Lord. All of them are remembered

gratefully for the generous cooperation they

manifested in every work undertaken. It is

hard not to give mention to each hard-working,

God-fearing Sister who served the order in one

capacity or another. Time will not permit the

fulfilling of what almost seems a duty. And
we must be content with a brief account of the

labors of those members on whose shoulders fell

the responsibility of governing the community.

Perhaps no one except a superior realizes the

great task God calls her to fulfill when he places

upon her the burden of responsibility. She

has not only her own soul to sanctify but also

the souls of those whom she governs. Such a

duty is not an easy one, and the heroic Sister

who leads the self-sacrificing life a superior

necessarily must live deserves special gratitude

and special mention in these days of jubilee.

The first of the administrative body called to

her reward was Mother Pancratia. She was born

in Hildesheim, Germany, in July, 1846. She

received the habit of the Franciscan Order in

Gieboldehausen on September 1, 1865, and a
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year later was admitted to profession on Sep-

tember 8. The trials of religious persecution in

(lermanv forced the Sister to embark for a home
in America. The tragedy of the Kulturkamf we
have described at length. It was in 1875 that

the exiled nun arrived in the western part of the

United States, where for twenty years she

served in a unique fashion the community which

had generously received her and her companions

at a time when they had no home of their

ow^n. As if to recompense the charity so quickly

given in that day of need, Mother worked from

early morn till late at night to further every

project of the community. In the midst of the

most pressing external cares, she lived a life

of strictest observance to the least detail of the

rule of the order. Ill health alone brought this

model existence to an end. Fidelity to duty

was the virtue which characterized the humble

exile. On September 22, 1883, that beautiful

life came to a close, and in the tiny graveyard

another cross marked the passage of a soul to

its Maker.

Mother Odelia for several years prior to her

death knew that she had not long to live.

Months of intensest pain preceded the last

struggle for life. All her sufferings were borne

with the patience that liad sustained her through
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many a bitter conflicl of Ixxly and mind tlirough-

out the years of preparation and trial in the days

when hope alone promised sueeess. Ik^side the

dying religious knelt Most Reverend Arehl>is}iop

Katzer, who gave her the last rites of the Church.

Death finally came at 2.30 a. m., on September

28, 1899. The archbishop celebrated the solemn

requiem Mass and also conducted the funeral

services at the grave. A sweet and wholesome

memory is that of the beloved Mother Odelia.

Forty-five years out of sixty-two was the

record of Mother Augustine's religious life. The
pious family at Esphingerode, Germany, would

gladly have given more daughters to the service

of the Lord had He blessed with His benediction

the sisters of Elizabeth Leinweber. She, how-

ever, received the favor of a religious vocation,

and very soon she answered that loving call.

After finishing her education at the Ursuline

convent. Miss Leinweber entered the Franciscan

community at Gieboldehausen, then in its

infancy. On September 13, 1860, she made her

perpetual vows, receiving the name of Sister

Augustine of the Sacred Heart of Jesus. Shortly

after her profession, she was sent on one of the

missions as a teacher. That position was of

short duration, for her valuable services were

needed at the Mother House, where she assumed
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charge of the postiihints. An ideal mistress by
reason of natural and acquired spiritual qualities,

Sister Augustine filled this important position

until the opening of new schools and the scarcity

of teachers made it impossible for her to remain

longer in the novitiate. In 1869 she was

elected superior of the little band of religious,

whose interests she guarded for several years.

Those for whom she cared remembered with

gratitude the motherly tenderness shown by
their superior to each and every Sister in the

band of earnest workers. Blessed with the

virtues and natural gifts which made one a

leader among others, Mother Augustine suc-

ceeded in her mission as head of the community.

Just at this time she and her Sisters were called

upon to endure the rigors of persecution. With

twenty-six other victims of German "kultur"

she reached America and joined the Franciscan

Sisters of Alverno. It was Mother Augustine

who became first superior of the community
after the amalgamation of the two communities.

After serving in this capacity for several years,

Mother quietly assumed responsible positions

but attended by less arduous toil. As superior

of the hospital at Manitowoc, Mother labored

faithfully for years in the difficult duty of con-

ducting a hospital. Towards the end of her
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life, when physical infirmities i)r(^vented her from

taking part in the heavy (hi ties of the various

liouses, Mother spent hours working on vest-

ments for the churches and cliapels.

With increasing years came a still more

feeble condition of health. An acute sufferer

for many years, Mother Augustine bore with

admirable fortitude the severe pains which

racked the worn frame. On Friday, February 24,

she received Extreme Unction, and at 7 o'clock

on the same day, she said to the Sisters; ''May

not my dear Jesus come into my heart once

more?" Immediately she was prepared for the

Veception of the holy Viaticum, and received her

dear Lord for the last time. Frequently the

dying nun uttered the words, '*0 Jesus, come and

release me soon." Shortly after 3 o'clock on the

morning, February 25, 1905, the soul returned

to her Master Whose presence she had longed

to see.

One of the founders of the Franciscan com-

munity was Mother Gabriel, a religious who for

forty-eight years labored in the service of the

Lord. Born in Germany, the girl left home at

an early age. Of her girlhood and womanhood
not much is known by the Sisters of the present

period. As a young woman she became asso-

ciated with the Naziens colony, and studied the
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art of teaching in order to assist Father Fessler

in his effort to reach the children of his parish.

The hardships and trials of the formative period

]\ [other Gabriel endured gladly. Her brave

spirit helped many a weaker soul during those

days of povert^^ and toil. The thought of

working for the good of souls sustained her

through the most trying days. What a debt of

gratitude the present-day Sisters owe to those

sturdy souls whom dangers failed to frighten,

and even the thought of a premature death

appalled not. In grateful memory the com-

panions of Mother Gabriel held her: the poor

of the town and nearby villages reverenced the

kind nun who listened and answered their

petitions for help. In the community, however,

were best exemplified the attractive qualities

which brought to the gracious superior the

gratitude and reverence of the Sisters who had

the good fortune to spend their years of religious

life with her. On August 10, 1914, the long life

came to a close. As an inspiring incentive to

better things is the memory of the Sister who for

half a century employed the talents of her

gifted nature in the community of teachers in

the west.

On March 28, 1916, the last member of those

called founders of the Franciscans of Alverno
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passed to her well-earned reward, (ireal grief

attended the death of Sister Coletta, for the last

link was severed by her departure. To these

brave women of the past we of the present owe
the celebration of this glorious year of jul)ilee.

No meed of praise is adequate to extol worthily

their sacrifices, their achievements, their virtues.

The failings of human nature had place in their

characters, to be sure, but of them was it true

that "e'en their failings leaned to virtue's side."

Faults corrected rendered these valiant women
more tolerant of the failings of others, whose

efforts at ridding themselves of faults they ap-

preciated and encouraged.

But it is not in words alone that the Sisters

show their esteem for the dead who have gone

before to intercede for them and their under-

takings. The only remembrance that is of avail

for these deserving souls is the one which is

shown by the Sisters whom they left to mourn
their departure. Every evening after night

prayers are recited, mention is made of the

Sister whose anniversary the day following

marks, and special prayers are offered for her

soul. In the Constitutions of the order we
read: "On the day of a Sister' interment, a

requiem will be offered for the repose of her soul,

and in due time ten holy Masses will be offered
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for her if she made her perpetual vows: if six

years professed, she receives five Masses; if

under six, three Masses, and if a novice, one

Mass. A Mother Superior who dies in office will

receive three additional Masses at the mother-

house, and one Mass at each mission. Within

eight days after receiving the notice of a Sister's

death the Sisters say the Lord's Prayer and *0

Lord, grant her eternal rest, etc.,' 150 times, and

offer all their Holy Communions, prayers and

other good works for her repose. On All Souls

Day, or within the octave, the superior will have

a holy Mass offered for the deceased Sisters of

the community, and on every Sunday the Sisters

will say the Lord's Prayer, Hail Mary, and *0

Lord, grant them eternal rest,' twenty-five

times. Within the first week of each month,

the Holy Sacrifice will be offered for them in the

mother-house." With this constant remem-

brance of their dear dead the Sisters have before

them continually the debt of love, honor and

esteem they owe the early members of their

order. May we hope that the Saviour Whose
judgment is tempered with mercy has taken

unto Himself the pioneers and all their followers

who have dedicated their lives to His service.

May they rest in the peace of the Lord forever!



CHAPTER X
THE HOSPITALS. HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL AND

GOOD SAMARITAN

Only when one has felt the anguish of extreme

pain does one realize the utter helplessness of

the invalid. In such a time the victim of

disease or accident suddenly appreciates as never

before the blessing of medical attendance and

skillful attention. Relief from pain is the cry

of every person suffering even from a slight

malady, and gratitude differing from that felt

for any other benefit arises in the heart of the

afflicted towards the physician and nurse who
have been instrumental in procuring freedom

from suffering. The zeal of the physician, how-

ever, would avail little were his efforts for

distressed humanity unaided. The doctor's ser-

vices require at most but a brief while; the

patient needs other attention besides that of

the surgeon. It would be impossible for a busy

man to do more than lay down directions which

another must carry out. The physician is

simply the overseer. Of less apparent value is

the quiet work performed by the attendant who
watches the patient in the time which elapses

between the visits of the physician, but equally

119
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important arc the services that the attendant

renders the invahd. The niu'se is often as

necessary for the restoration of the patient's

heal til as the skill of the physician. Of value

to both is a fitting place for the care of the

sufferers; a place where conveniences and ap-

pliances are ready at hand for emergenc}^ All

but useless is tlie dexterity of men and the genius

of nurses if suitable abode be wanting in which

patients may receive all that modern science has

discovered for the comfort of the wounded and

the afflicted of every type. It is unnecessary here

to dwell on the necessity of hospitals. Experience

has shown their place of importance in the care

of tlie sick. Patrons of hospitals are easily

found. Often they are blessed with an abun-

dance of the goods of this world, and so are

enabled to give towards the improvements of

the hospitals; again, they are able only to offer

their good will and encouragement in the

projects which they admire and long to help. It

is a consolation to those who undertake a great

work such as the establishment of a hospital to

feel conscious of this spirit of approval and this

desire to aid. The world is imitating Christ,

after all, at least in His efforts to cure the

afflicted.

Mindful of all that contributes to the physical
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as well as the spiritual betterment of humanity,

the Franciscans Sisters felt called upon to add

to their good works the care of the sick. Cir-

cumstances favored this plan, for in the city

of Manitowoc no hospital existed, though there

was indeed abundant reason for the building of

a home for the sick. Just as fortune smiled on

this zealous project, trials from another quarter

arose, and assumed such proportions that the

work had to be abandoned completely for ten

years. All this time the necessity for a hospital

grew and became apparent even to those who had

opposed the worthy enterprise in the beginning.

In the year 1896 Sisters of Mercy attempted to

carry out the design so dear to the hearts of the

Franciscans. Strange to say, their success

equalled that of the pioneers of the movement.

Discouraged by unpleasant events, the Sisters

abandoned their hope of establishing themselves

in the neighborhood. The situation soon became

imperative. A good hospital had to be built.

The physicians of the city, the citizens, and the

clergy all recognized the need, and determined to

allow no unfavorable circumstances to interfere

now with their plans. The management of the

hospital was offered to the Franciscan Sisters,

and though their pecuniary circumstances did

not warrant great expenditure, they resolved to
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suflVr privations themselves in order to carry out

this work so pleasing to the Divine Physician.

The number of Sisters was small and altogether

the difficulties which arose at once were appal-

ling and not few. If the hospital were to be es-

tabhshed, God would have to prosper the under-

taking. And God did not fail to reward His

trusting servants. They began the work for

His honor and glory and His return was in

proportion to their zeal.

Much praise is due two leading citizens of

Manitowoc for the final interest which cul-

minated in the building of the hospital. These

men were Mr. Christian Muth and Mr. Julius

Linstedt. A physician of the city also became
interested in the work, and through the labors

of the parish priest, Father Peil, the gentlemen

mentioned above, and the zealous Dr. Luhman,
preparations for the immediate erection of a

building began. After much looking about for

a site, the property of Mr. Gerpheide was

selected for the purpose. This large estate was

purchased for the small sum of $7,000. The
head of the diocese, Most Reverend Archbishop

Katzer of Milwaukee, blessed the plans, and on

April 20 the deed of the transaction was filed

in the Manitowoc Court, the Manitowoc Sav-

ings Bank advancing the amount required for

the purchase of the land.
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So interested were llie peoi)!(* of Ifie town that

a committee was formed for tlic^ puri)os(; of

raising half the amount borrowed from the

Bank. Mr. Wilham Rahr and Mr. J. Lindstedt

personally soheited money from the citizens of

Manitowoc. The amounts su})scril)ed were

generous, but as part of them consisted in a

transfer of subscriptions made for a large grain

elevator then in the course of construction, the

actual sum collected was not large. The affair

prospered in the months following, and on

September 28, 1898, the hospital, called Holy

Family Hospital, opened its doors to receive

patients. During the first year 196 patients

enjoyed the benefits of the fine location and

excellent care of attending physicians and nurses.

Since that time the number of patients has con-

tinued large, and grateful men and women look

with favor on the wonderful charity which

provided for their needs in days of pain and

nights of distress.

Situated in the southeastern portion of Zanes-

ville, Ohio, on the east bank of the Muskingam
River, is a building which marked the first

hospital of the Sisters of St. Francis. The
owner of the beautiful house was Mrs. Margaret

Blue, a woman whose kindly heart prompted her

to give generously to all charities and to provide

at her death for the comfort of the sick and the
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needy. For the accompHshment of this pur-

pose, Mrs. Bhie specified that her home be con-

verted into a sanitarium at her demise. Of this

a board of trustees had charge, not one of whom
was to receive salary in consideration of the

services he would have to render the institution.

The benefactress was fortunate in having her

wishes carried out literally by persons as kindly

disposed as herself.

On September 4, 1905, Dr. James S. Holden

was named president of the corporation; Dr.

Henry T. Sutton, Secretary, and Thomas J.

McDermott, Treasurer; Doctors Harry R. Geyer

and Charles T. Crider were appointed Trustees.

This body voted that an efficient woman be

placed in charge of the sanitarium. The choice

of the board was Mrs. S. D. Vicroy. This

matron remained in charge for some time, when

she was succeeded by Miss Bixon, and later by

the Misses Stokes. The sanitarium was super-

vised by these lay women for five years, but some-

how the good results hoped for by the bene-

factors of the place were not achieved. The
situation was rather perplexing. Then a physi-

cian of the town. Doctor Sutton, proposed what

had been in his mind for a long time, viz., that

the Sisters of St. Francis take charge of the

sanitarium in place of the seculars. This pro-
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posal he made to the lieverend Father Leininger,

parish priest of Zanesville. Father took kindly

to the suggestion and promised to do all in his

power to further the plan.

Early in the Spring of 1900, Doctor Sutton

visited several hospitals in the west, and on his

return home expresses himself convinced of

the necessity of having Sisters in charge of the

institution in Zanesville. He had seen how
splendidly they had managed sanitariums in

the city of Chicago and elsewhere and he

thought that a successful management of the

Margaret Blue House would be the result of the

plan to have the Sisters in charge.

After consultation with Sister Davidica, Supe-

rior of the St. Nicholas Convent, Father Lein-

inger wrote to the Mother Superior of the

Franciscans asking her for sufficient Sisters to

take charge of the sanitarium. In March of

that year Mother Alexia visited Zanesville for

the purpose of seeing the hospital and making
her decision about assuming charge of it. At a

meeting of the Trustees, those officers who had
been in charge resigned their offices in favor of

the Sisters and the transfer was completed. On
May 1, 1900 the building was solemnly dedicated.

The Reverend Father Reinhart was chosen

orator for the happy occasion, and he eloquently
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praised the work the Sisters had taken upon
themselves in spite of their ah-eady onerous

burdens tlu-oughout the various states in which

they had opened houses. The rehgious cere-

mony impressed all those who witnessed it.

Father Heinhart said in conclusion:

*'And hence, I say, the present occasion is one

of rejoicing, for it marks the formal opening of an

institution which is to be conducted on lines of

Christ-like mercy and charity; an institution

wherein the spirit of Christ will be bodied forth

in all the gentleness, the tenderness of which

human kind is capable; where wounds will be

bound up and the poor suffering traveler will be

healed and cared for, and that, too, by those

angels in human form who have glorified the

many religious sisterhoods with which the

Church abounds. Their presence comes into any

community like a benediction. The light of

heaven follows where they tread. This is not an

extravagant, but a just tribute which none dare

dispute. Blessed the lot of him who when
sickness casts him on a bed of pain, shall have by

his side one of these ministering angels. How
gentle her tread ! How soft and low the words of

cheer and strength! How like a mother's hand

hers cools the burning brow! A mother's hand.^

What knows she of a mother's love.^ Ah, be not
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deceived. Beneath lliat ^own of sor^v. l\\vnt

beats a heart deep, strong, tender an(J true, a

woman's heart, not dead hut spirit uahzed, with

all the weal til of love that only woman's heart

can hold. True, she has turned her hack on

home, but only to turn her face to all mankind;

she has foresworn the follies of life and even its

legitimate joys, but only to give herself to the

serious business of her Father Who is in Heaven.

One desire, one hope, one aim, animates this

delicate frame and nerves it to suffer human
endurance—this, to love God with her whole

heart, her whole soul, her whole strength, and

her neighbor as herself, and thus to realize in this

cold world the very perfection of Christlike

charity and mercy. God be praised that He
sends these spirits of light! And I trust, m^^

dear friends, that you will appreciate the

privilege and that you will do all in your power

to second their efforts. Be generous! Be un-

selfish! Give back to God some of the bountv

which He has bestowed upon you, for even the

poorest of you are His debtors, if not for w^ealth

certainly for life, and the blessed inheritance of

the Catholic Faith. Ask Mary, the glorious

Queen of Heaven, to take the enterprise under

her mighty patronage. Today her month is

ushered in, and may she whom we salute as the
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'iiealtli of the sick," the ^'comforter of the af-

flicted" lend a pliant ear to your prayers. May
she bless with enduring success, the effort that is

waking in this community to fulfill the great

precept: ''Thou shaft love the Lord, thy God,

with thy whole heart, and thy whole soul, and

thy wliole strength, and thy neighbor as

thyself."

After the Mass, the Clergy, the Sisters and a

large number of the laity drove out to the

hospital where His Grace, the Archbishop,

assisted by many of the Fathers, read the prayers

which dedicated the Margaret Blue Sanitarium

to the Sacred Heart of Jesus.

For two years the Sisters labored in the

Margaret Blue Sanitarium with success and the

co-operation of those who had been instrumental

in their instalment in the hospital. During that

time 222 patients were treated. At the end of

the first year, everyone realized that the house

was not large enough to accommodate the

number of patients who sought admission to the

sanitarium when they heard that the Sisters were

in charge The directors and the Sisters felt

obliged to consider the enlarging of the original

house. While these plans were under discussion,

a friend of the Sisters informed Sister Felicita that

a piece of property more desirable even than the
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land now occupied by the ^'Margaret Blue" was

for sale at a reasonable price. This was in the

part of the city known as the Terrace. The house

was occupied at the time by a Mr. Dennis. The
location was indeed favorable, and after further

consultation, every one interested in the work

advised Mother Alexia to secure the property

and give up the old house. On July 26, 1902,

the new site was purchased for the sum of

$10,250. By order of the Court the Margaret

Blue estate and the money on hand wererefunded

to appointed trustees. The entire property

consisted of three lots, a two-story building of

fourteen rooms and, adjoining, another lot and

a nine-room frame house. The boundaries of the

estate were Ashland Avenue, Myrtle Avenue,

Laurel Avenue and the alley.

A citizen of Zanesville proposed a method of

raising at least the sum of $10,000. His scheme

was to secure $100 from ten or more leading men
of the city. These benefactors would be entitled

to a six-weeks treatment in the hospital, and

their names were inscribed on a tablet in a

prominent place in the building. The plan met
with unexpected success. In a short time, the

Sisters had received enough money to warrant

their putting an addition to the old Brush house,

an addition consisting of twelve rooms and a
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large well-equipped operating room. This build-

ing was completed in June, 1902, at a cost of

$9,000. Under the title, Good Samaritan Hos-

pital, the building was dedicated on June 27,

1902, by Right Reverend Bishop Moeller, of

Columbus, Ohio.

Within a short time what had seemed un-

limited accommodation became insufficient for

the care of the many patients who asked the

Sisters to care for them at the hospital. The
Sisters had to refuse many who applied for

admission. Physicians interested in the welfare

of the city, and patrons of the Sisters advised

those in charge to think seriously about enlarging

the house, so that it would not be taxed by the

influx of patients from Zanesville and nearby

villages. The promise of generous help by the

people of the city and the evident interest and

support of the physicians and friends gave

courage to the Sisters to start another great

undertaking.

Plans for the new edifice were drawn by Archi-

tect William Dunn of Cleveland, Ohio, and on

July 13, 1905, the contract for a $65,000 struc-

ture was awarded Adams Brothers, under the

supervision of the Reverend A. L. Leininger.

The first shovelful of ground was removed by
Father Leininger, after which each Sister in
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turn removed a shovelful. Kxeavalion iiad

begun in earnest, and before long the foundation

of the building was in good order, and the cere-

mony of the laying of the cornerstone was at

hand. Thousands of people assembled for this

joyful occasion on October 8, 1905. The Right

Reverend James J. Hartley was unable to be

present at the exercises, but he appointed Right

Reverend F. X. Specht, administrator of the

diocese, to attend the ceremony. Many priests

from the diocese were present to attest their

interest in the good work. After the corner-

stone had been laid, a large copper statue of the

Good Samaritan was unveiled and blessed. The
statue now adorns the tower in the southeast

corner of the building. The Reverend Father

Leininger donated this beautiful gift. With
unwavering interest, the priests and people

listened to the stirring address of Reverend L.

N. Mulhane of Mount Vernon. The speaker

aroused new interest by his discourse, part of

which we quote in gratitude for the enthusiasm

shown by Father in his effort to explain to the

populace the benefit conferred on them by the

Sisters.

Father Mulhane's remarks were as follows:

"Right Reverend and Reverend Fathers and

Beloved Brethren: We are assembled here this
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Aiitiiinn Sunday to witness the ceremony of

placing in position the cornerstone of an institu-

tion of charity that appeals to the heart of every

human—an institution that is destined to be a

credit to Zanesville and a monument to those

under whose auspices it has been undertaken.

This work we bless and sanctify in its very

inception with the prayers and psalms of the

Church's liturgy—that Church founded by Him
Who has promised that not even a cup of cold

water given in His name shall go unrewarded.

There is an instinct deeply implanted in the

heart of man—an instinct of sympathy and pity

for the afflicted. Pagan, especially Stoic philos-

ophy, taught that true courage consisted in

beholding human suffering without the slightest

emotion of pity—^but Christ taught and prac-

ticed and inculcated in the minds and hearts of

His followers the principle that this natural

instinct should be followed and He gave it a

higher and holier motive when He based it upon

the law of charity, of the love of God.

CHARITY, CHRIST'S LAW

''Philanthropy is the natural instinct in its

results, charity is Christ's law and command.

Our Saviour, taking this natural feeling of the

human heart, exalted and stimulated it when
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in His wonderful discourse on the Mount lie

cried out: 'Blessed are the merciful for they

shall obtain mercy.'

'*One remarkable feature of our Saviour's life

was His care for the lowly, the afflicted and the

poor. He was not content with placing before

His disciples sublime maxims of philosophy. He
did not deal in mere platitudes of philanthrophy,

after His sermon on the Mount, the Scripture

says : Great multitudes followed Him and 'behold

a leper came and adored Him saying. Lord, if

Thou wilt. Thou canst make me clean. And
Jesus stretching forthwith, his leprosy was

cleansed.' All His public life was spent in a

succession of miracles wrought in favor of the

sick and infirm.

"He went about doing good, says the Scripture,

preaching the gospel of the Kingdom and healing

all manner of sickness and every infirmity among
the people. The Master Himself said: 'Go and

relate to John what you have heard and seen.

The blind see, the lame walk, the lepers are

cleansed, the deaf hear, the dead rise again, the

poor have the gospel preached to them.' This

was the great philosophy—Christian philosophy

that changed the face of the world. Our Lord

passed away from earth, but He left this work
to the Church and the poor and infirm, the leper
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and the wounded, who had hitherto been rejected

and neglected, now became the objects of her

kindest and tenderest care. It was reserved

for Christianity to build, equip and maintain

institutions for her needy children, and in fact

to coin the very words that convey their mean-
ing—for paganism has none.

THE FIRST HOSPITALS

''When finally after three hundred years the

Church came forth from the candle-lit avenues

of the Catacombs, she began this work in earnest.

The fourth century saw a hospital in Rome and

Caeserea. Antioch under St. Chrysostom saw

another, Edessa under St. Ephrem another. In

the ninth century Rome alone had at least a

dozen hospitals. The hotel Dieu of Paris,

perhaps the finest and greatest hospital in the

world, dates back to the seventh century—for

1,200 years this great charity has carried on a

work that dates back centuries ; her history goes

farther than any human government now exist-

ent. Here in the United States, the Church

today has more than 400 hospitals, ruled and

governed by her children—and today we add

in this growing city of Zanesville another, making

now four Catholic hospitals in the Catholic

diocese of Columbus ; hospitals that are under the
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care of eighty-five Catholic Sisters, who last

year ministered to 3,500 patients, a majority

of whom were not of the Catholic faith, and in

the state of Ohio there are seventeen Catholic

hospitals under the care of 280 sisters, minister-

ing to 17,773 patients during last year.

* 'The world doffs its hat and pays its respect to

the name of Catholic Sister of Charity, whose

deeds of heroism and self-sacrifice have glorified

many a battlefield, pest-house and epidemic

scourged city. Smallpox, cholera, leprosy and

every ailment of humanity have felt the soothing

influence of Catholic charity.

THE GOOD SAMARITAN

'*This hospital will be named *Good Samari-

tan.' When the Good Samaritan found the

man by the roadside beaten by robbers and left

half dead. He did not stop to enquire into his

country or creed, but 'Seeing him' the Scripture

says: 'He was moved with compassion.' Now
this man was a Jew, a declared enemy of the

Samaritan's religion, but changed not His con-

duct. The man was in distress. That was all

sufficient. So this hospital will imitate that

glorious example of Scripture. Help then, my
friends of Zanesville, this splendid and worthy

charity, for Christ said: 'Blessed are the merci-

ful for they shall obtain mercy.'"
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Even on that occasion the Zanesville people

showed their good will towards the enterprise by
starting a subscription on the grounds imme-
diately after the ceremonies. Doctor Sutton,

the ever-ready friend of the Sisters, contributed

$500; Mary Maginnis likewise contributed the

same amount, and other persons gave of their

means. Preparations for rapid building took

place, and in spite of difficulties of one kind or

another the progress continued. An apparently

insurmountable obstacle was overcome promptly.

The building was scarcely begun when the archi-

tect died, and the serious question ''Who will

take his place .f^" arose. The position was ably

filled by the Reverend Father Leininger, whose

constant attention to the numerous details

connected with building made its completion

possible and satisfactory in every way.

On October 23, 1906, the building was ready

for dedication. People young and old thronged

to the grounds. The Catholic schools of the

city were closed that the children might take

part in the day of rejoicing. The Right Rev-

erend Bishop Hartley performed the ceremony

in the presence of a large number of priests and

an unusually large assemblage of persons. The
blessing of the house was followed by solemn

High Mass during which the Bishop delivered an

impressive sermon on the Good Samaritan. A
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banquet was served the priests and quests in

the dining hall. Later the famous Dr. Jos('[>}i

Price of Philadelphia gave an interesting talk on

''Appendicitis." The house welcomed guests all

day until late at night. There seemed to exist

rivalry as to who should show most zeal in con-

tributing to the hospital. Gifts of great and

small value came in all through the day. The
beautiful altar which enhances the beauty of the

chapel was donated by Miss Liza Lyons; an

organ was the gift of the Munson Music Com-
pany; the father of one of the Sisters, Mr. John

Heiman, contributed a beautifully designed sanc-

tuary lamp; marble vases of great worth repre-

sented the interest of the Deprato Statuary

Company. Benefactors of months before again

desired to share in the general giving, and

lavishly bestowed more gifts on the hospital.

Rooms were furnished through the kindness of

Doctor Sutton, Mrs. Maginnis, Miss Kate

Stanbery, Miss Ellen Vance, and Mr. and Mrs.

Schultz. Single rooms were furnished by Dr.

Geyer, Dr. W. A. Melick, and many others. On
November 5, the patients of the old hospital were

transferred to the new.

The work so auspiciously begun continued to

thrive to such an extent that crowded conditions

resulted within six years. Lack of funds pre-
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vented the addition of a wing, but the erection of

a Nurses' Home left more space for patients in

the hospital proper. This magnificent and costly

structure was begun in May, 1914. As matters

stand at the present the hospital is taxed to its

utmost, and an additional wing will but slightly

relieve the pressure. Truly the Good Samaritan

blessed the work of His children on behalf of the

suffering sick of all classes. May the progress

continue and may the Physician of physicians

provide for the ever-increasing needs of the poor

and the rich alike, stricken by His merciful

hand for their spiritual betterment.



CHAPTER XI

THE MOTHER HOUSE

In contradistinction to the mission houses of

the order, the spacious convent at Alverno is

called the "Mother House," a title wPiich

scarcely needs explanation among religious.

How the term originated is not of moment to us

here; the figure, however, is appropriate and

deserved. Alverno is to the smaller houses of

the community what a mother is to the tender

young whom God has assigned to her keeping and

care. Alverno is the source of strength, of

nourishment, of encouragement for the branch

houses established according as the needs of

parishes in this State and that called for Sisters

to perpetuate the work of teaching begun by
the Master of the Temple.

There within the loved home, candidates and

novices receive the training which prepares

them to be followers of Christ and His chosen,

consecrated spouses. There the young aspirants

learn the difficult science and art of study, as

well as the latest, effectual methods of pedagogy.

There, too, amid the restful quiet of pastoral

scenes, the feeble members of the community
return from the missions to receive the last

139
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Signs of love a mother can show—ministration

in ilhiess. This second homecoming is especially

beneficial to the aged religious who for long years

have labored sedulously in the vineyard beyond
the precincts of Alverno. While the dying eyes

look for the last time on kindly faces and familiar

scenes, the memory recalls the fervor and deter-

mination which animated the soul in the early

days of novitiate in this house of God. Remem-
brance brings back retreats made annually, and

the thought of the resolutions born of some
conference or meditation preached by a zealous

missionary. Or perchance, if the mind dwells

with regret on resolutions soon broken, the soul,

now on the brink of eternity, offers to the mer-

ciful Judge these last moments of pain, in

expiation for the sins and shortcomings, few or

numerous, committed since those happy days of

retreat and novitiate.

The natural beauties of the 151 acres of land

comprising the Alverno property are manifold

and in a sense unrivalled. Forest and field, hill

and lowland, water and fertile land are revealed

in a view of the estate. The wide expanse of

water known as "Silver Lake" affords "breadth

of brim" for ducks and geese. The forest

beyond the lake is densely wooded with giant

trees of many varieties. The rich soil yields
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plentiful produce: fruit trees, berry l)us}ies,

grape arbors and vegetables of many kinds

draw nourishment from the ground rendered

fertile by natural resources and skilled cultiva-

tion. In the wide pastures graze cows and
horses: under the cool shade of a grove lie well-

fed swine. The familiar cackle of hens and the

quack of the ducks draw attention to the care-

fully tended hennery. From so rich a garden,

orchard, and farm, the community table-needs

of every day are supplied, all making for the

physical betterment of the young Sisters who
spend their early years in such a healthful

atmosphere.

Well-laid walks provide plenty of safe avenues

for the happy throngs who gather on the grounds

for recreation in the pleasant summer months.

Here and there is a wayside shrine, where pious

clients may be reminded even in their rambles

of saintly exemplars.

It would be impossible to exaggerate the

charms of Alverno. It is but another of the

beautiful places owned by religious throughout

the United States—religious, whose good for-

tune enabled them to select for their scholas-

ticates choice bits of land, easily made capable of

enormous yields. The management of so large

a tract of land requires skilled farmhands and
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mechanics. For the convenience of the men
employed, houses were erected on the property,

thus keeping the men near their work, and close

to their own homes and families. Situated also

on the grounds is a spacious house where resides

the chaplain of the convent.

The convent itself is a building of ample

structure and device. The story of the growth of

the building has been told already. The center

of interest and the most loved spot in the entire

dwelling is the beautiful chapel where abides the

animating Principle of the Universe of religious.

It were idle to enter into a minute description of

the *'old" chapel and the ''new" one, recently

provided for the accommodation of Sisters during

the vacation months, when the number runs into

the hundreds. Every Sisterhood endeavors to

supply the choicest of treasures for the Holy of

Holies. As in the olden days the faithful deco-

rated with costly adornments the temple where

they assembled for worship, so in our own day

gifts of wood, stone, silver, precious stones and

gold adorn the temple of the Lord. Of exquisite

workmanship is the hand-carved altar in the

chapel of the convent. This masterpiece of art

w^as carved by the skillful hand of Mr. John

Falbisoner, who offered the labor expended as

a gift to the Artist Who has given the wonderful
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talent for designing. The si ainc^d glass windows
and the onyx altar railing hkewise attract adnn-

ration and reverence for the dwelhng of the

Prisoner of Love.

In that lovely chapel many a vow has been

registered. There young hearts have pledged

themselves to ''admit no other lover," and have

added their sacrifices of life's pleasures to the

goodly number of offerings made throughout

the years. That chapel has also been the scene

of the last Holy Sacrifice celebrated for the

repose of the souls called from life. The grand-

est ceremonies of the religious life take place in

the presence of the Blessed Sacrament. Solemn

celebrations before the Tabernacle contribute

to constant remembrance that the Sisters are

hostages of the King of Kings. It is but fitting

that no function be more elaborate and edifying

than that taking place within sight of the Sanc-

tuary. With special services the feasts of the

liturgical year are solemnized at Alverno.

Other parts of the convent are given over to

the novitiate, infirmary, dormitories, offices,

schoolrooms, library, music and art rooms,

kitchen, laundry, etc. The library, once so

insignificant, has gradually assumed enviable

proportions. Through the kindness of friends

and benefactors many valuable books have been
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placed in the stacks. So numerous have they

become that it was necessary to catalogue the

thousands of volumes lodged for reference in the

library.

This account of Alverno's earthly possessions

may savor of delight in the things of this earth.

The material growth of the community is not

the most vital point in its history, but it is

something which must receive attention. The
needs of the body clamor for attention, and a

community can give long years of service to the

Church only when its subjects are properly

housed, clothed and fed. With gratitude for

temporal blessings the Sisters of Alverno turn

to the Father Who *

'catered so providently" to

their wants.

Of prime importance is the spiritual welfare

of the nuns, and the preservation of pious

practices handed down from foundation days in

writing and through tradition. God has blessed

the order in its choice of devoted superiors who
remembered the two-fold interests which usually

go hand-in-hand. During the last decade of its

history the gentle, peaceful spirit of Mother

Euphrosine has hovered over all the concerns of

the community. Fidelity to duty combined

with intense spiritual views characterize the
* little" Mother so dear to the daughters of St.
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Francis of today. The choice of counsel made
at the election of Mother Euplirosine showed

—

on the part of the members of tlie community

—

recognition and appreciation of ability and

virtue in those selected then to aid the Mother
Superior in her guidance of the concerns of the

convent and of the Sisters. These assistants

were: Prefect, Sister M. Generose, first term;

Sister M. Inez, second term; assistants, Sisters

Juliana, Benedict, and Aloysius; Mistress of

novices, Sister M. Bernadine. Under the direc-

tion of this cabinet the affairs of the community
have been successfully carried on. Each Sister

has had broad experience in dealing with

character, and in managing commercial matters.

This splendid experience renders the otherwise

unduly heavy burden of office lighter for Mother
Euphrosine, and makes it possible for individual

Sisters to have ready access to their first superior.

A close bond is established between every

mission house and the mother house. Resi-

dents of convents in Wisconsin return to Alverno

every summer. Those stationed in other states

do not come home so often, but their houses are

visited every year by Mother Superior or her

representative. This close union maintains the

strength of the community. There is unity of

action and one spirit throughout the many
establishments. The customs of one house are
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exactly those of another. Departures from

traditional customs are promptly noted and

corrected.

The glimpse we have taken of events in the

history of the Alverno community is necessarily

a hurried one. The record of every-day hap-

penings finds place in the "Annals," which a

worthier hand will pen. Out of the book of

deeds we have selected only those limned in

dark letters, the reading of which will recall the

earnest lives of the pioneer members on whose

conduct hinged the future progress of the order.

Thank God! a spirit of devotedness to Christ's

interests has animated and still animates the

Sisters of the fold. There are degrees of glory

in heaven, and according to our human ways of

judging, the piety and fervor of various members
differ. The Master Whom even a little service

contents alone knows those who contribute

most to His honor and glory. His will is that

every spirit praise Him in her own fashion,

according as the Holy Spirit inspires her. In

the golden year of jubilee, we pray that the

Father will regard with kindly consideration the

good deeds of the past and pardon deviations

from duty, remembering the good intentions that

filled every heart in moments of fervor. Thus
may He turn the dross to gold that in truth the

jubilee at Alverno may be that of GOLD.
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